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anch Cinema Center

o Release 1 7 Shorts
The French Cinema Center, Inc., distribu-

tors of "Harvest," have 17 shorts for release

this season. The subjects were produced bv

French directors with American distribution

in mind. Twelve of the shorts have English
commentaries and the others English titles.

The titles and directors are : "Montmarte :

A Village in Paris," Rene Clair; "Face of

Paris," Dmitri Kirsanoff ;
"Street of Paper,"

Raymond Bernard; "Profile of France,"
Abel Gance; "Symphonic Pyreneene," Rene

Clair; "Arteries of France," Jean Epstein;
"Solutions Francaises," Jean Painleve;

"Young Girl of France," Marc Allegret;

"Provence," Raymond Bernard; also "Car-

cassone," "Cannes," "Made in France,"

"Morocco," "Children's Corner," "Alsace,"

"Orleans" and "Corsica." /

The French Cinema Center,' also is releas-

ing "The Violin" and four issues of its

"Bulletin" are completed. L ^ ^M

From the collection of the

Prejingerv
JJibrary

b t w

San Francisco, California
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GENERAL INFORMATION

ON RENTALS AND SALES

COSTS: Sales prices are NET to schools.

The rental rate for one day is the base rate quoted next to each subject.

For two days the rate is obtained by adding one-half of the daily cost to the

base rate.

The rate for the five days, Monday to Friday, is twice the base rate.

The weekly rental rate is two and one-half times the base rate.

When ordering, it is advisable to name two or three alternate selections to be

sure that you get something desired in case the original selection is not available.

There is no surcharge for time lost in transit. Shipping charges both ways must

be paid by the customer. Films shipped back by express directly from the

customer to us are returnable at 50% of the outgoing express rate. Be sure to

state that your return shipments are direct returns and save on express charges.

Return shipment must be made promptly on the day following the scheduled

showing. An overtime charge will be made on the regular daily base rate for

every day overdue.

The customer is at all times held responsible for damaged film. Be sure the

film gates of your projector are clean before each program of films is run. It is

important that only an experienced and responsible person project the film.

Please do not rewind the films after projection.

When writing, please indicate your title, whether church, school, roadshowman,

dealer, industrial or private user, the make model of the projector you use and

whether you are interested primarily in sound or silent films.

DEALERS and ROADSHOWMEN : Appropriate discounts may be obtained

on request by all who can classify under the above headings.

For further information regarding these films and
also for our general entertainment catalogue, write :

WALTER O. GUTLOHN, Inc.

35 WEST 45th STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.

Telephone: BRyant 9-9848-49-50

PRINTED IN U.S.A.
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STAR RATINGS

Pictures marked with a star (*) have been evaluated by

one or more of the following: Dr. Mark May's Committee on

the Use of Motion Pictures in Education; Dr. Hollinger of the

Pittsburgh schools; The Association of School Film Libraries;

and other representative groups and individuals.

Much of the other material not starred has been added too

recently for evaluation.

Among our outstanding films are the following:

STRUGGLE TO LIVE SERIES

A group of scientific films about the smaller animals by the

Woodard Brothers, producers of "The River."

STRAND DOCUMENTARY FILMS

A fine group of factual films made by Paul Rotha, John

Grierson and others noted in the field of documentaries.

BRITISH INSTRUCTIONAL FILMS

A series of teaching films on biological science.

FEATURE FILMS from the CLASSICS

Including such famed stories as Oliver Twist, Old Curiosity

Shop, Jane Eyre, Luck of Roaring Camp and many others.

FRENCH LANGUAGE FILMS

TRAVEL FILMS IN COLOR

Also available a group of films of great general cultural

value edited from Pathe News material, and many other mis-

cellaneous pictures.

For General Index and Alphabetical List of Titles

see pages 76, 77 and 78.
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Code
Word

Radish

ART AND ARCHITECTURE

CHURCHES AND CATHEDRALS (No. 1)
1 reel, sound

Base Sale

Rental Price

$1.50 $36.00

Comparison of three of the most beautiful Gothic churches in the

world the oldest, Chartres, known the world over for its gorgeous
stained glass windows, Notre Dame in Paris with its grotesque

sculpture, and the Riverside Church in New York. We see closeups
of detail of buttresses, towers and portals while choral music comes
from the chancery. Harry Emerson Fosdick, noted pastor and author

of "The Meaning of Prayer," explains the aim and purpose of mod-
ern Christianity.

Raffia CHURCHES AND CATHEDRALS (No. 2)
1 reel, sound

$1.50 $36.00

The Cathedral of Santo Domingo,
still believed to be the eternal

resting place of Christopher Col-

umbus, historic Spanish missions

of Texas and a modern adapta-
tion of Byzantine architecture, the

Temple Emanuel in New York

City. Excellent close-ups and com-

parisons.

Temple Emanuel, New York

Ravage BELLS, GARGOYLES AND SPIRES 1 reel, sound

Bells of Mission Inn, California, with an explanation of the his-

torical background of each. Various unusual gargoyles atop New
York's buildings. Beautiful views of the spires of Chartres Cathedral

while we hear the famous Jugoslav choir sing.

$1.50 $36.00

Rather "ABSTRACTIONS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $36.00

Visual music an artist's endeavor to capture the fleeting images
you see in your mind, into visual movement and form. Next we see

various unusual forms in gears, then a series of unusual pattern

design suggested by an African Safari, and last a number of unusual

machine designs.

Unendow STATUE PARADE 2 reels, sound $3.00 $72.00

A Strand Documentary Film taking us on a tour through the parks
of London and showing some of the most important statues, with a

commentary giving their historical background. Produced by Paul
Rotha.



ART AND ARCHITECTURE
Code
Word

Base
Rental

Sale

Price

Radium FOUNTAINS, GARDENS AND STATUES
1 reel, sound

$1.50 $36.00

Fountains, Gardens and Statues

Viscaya 17th Century, Italy,

brought to life in Miami, Florida.

A stone boat and a peacock

bridge, a 17th century Leda and

the Swan and equally beautiful

modern sculpture by Gaston La

Chaise, fountains and formal gar-
dens all call to mind the Italy

of the Doges.

The Fountains of Rome - The
Piazza Trevi, the Baths of Dio-

cletian, the Borghese Gardens -

monuments to the baroque splen-
dor of the Rome of the Late

Renaissance.

The Moors of Venice The Square of St. Marks in Venice with its beautiful Byzan-
tine church and campanile in the background.

Rafter COLONIAL ARCHITECTURE 1 reel, sound $1.50 $36.00

Beautiful photography takes you through Greenfield Village, Henry
Ford's adventure into the past: Rose Cottage from Gloucester, Eng-
land; Clinton Inn, built in 1831; a country store seventy-six years
old; the toll house where Whittier used to play; a postoffice 126

years old; the courthouse where Lincoln first practiced law; a beau-

tiful Colonial church; and a Scotch settlement school built before

the Civil War.

Deerfield, Massachusetts Here is shown a village beautifully photo-

graphed, typifying the beauty of design and proportion which

distinguished the work of the early Colonial "master builders."

Ragged CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $36.00

Ivan Mestrovic is one of the greatest sculptors of our day and of

all time. Although the son of Croatian peasants, his work has all

the sensitivity, strength, and classic beauty of the Greek. We see

him with his family and in his studio at work.

James Montgomery Flagg This well-known commercial artist ex-

plains what constitutes beauty in the human head, illustrating his

theories with one of his models.

W . T. Benda This widely known mask designer shows, with the

aid of his wife, some of his most successful creations.

Raccoon HOBBIES .... 1 reel, sound $1.50 $36.00

This reel shows what can be done with spare time. First we see a

sculptor turning out clever designs from a bar of soap. Then we
are shown various rooms from the royal doll's house a fine example
of art in miniature. Last is pictured a beautiful estate with all the

buildings made from cobble stones in one man's spare time.

For additional art films see Silent list, Pages 70 & 71.



Code
Word

Rabat

MUSIC APPRECIATION

WALTER DAMROSCH 1 reel, sound

Base
Rental

Sale

Price

$1.50 $36.00

The world's music master explains
how to begin a study of music,

setting the example with his own

grandchildren. We see and hear

him broadcasting the scherzo from
a symphony by Glazounow. Then
we see sound as it is actually re-

corded and the interchange of vi-

brations as Mr. Damrosch plays

up and down the scale in major
and minor keys.

Walter Damrosch

Ribbon SIGMUND SPAETH 1 reel, sound
Dr. Spaeth shows how to bring music to everyone. As few as two
tones can make a tune. Three tones only are used in a bugle call

and also in "Die Wacht Am Rhine". Next we learn what variations

can be produced by four tones. And then we are shown the re-

spective parts that are played by rhythm, melody and harmony in

music.

Rabban *SCHUMANN-HEINK 14 reel, sound

$1.50 $36.00

$1.00 $18.00

Mme. Schumann-Heink is here

shown giving singing lessons to

some of her star pupils. Following
this, the world-famous contralto

sings that beautiful favorite,
Brahms' "Cradle Song".

Schumann-Heink

Unequal THE VIOLIN 1 reel, sound

This film traces the origin and development of stringed instruments,

with special emphasis placed on the skill required to make a fine

toned violin. The film closes with an excerpt from a musical com-

position played by Jacques Thibaut.

A 2 reel film covering this subject is available with French com-

mentary see FRENCH LANGUAGE SUBJECTS Page 66.

$1.50 $36.00



MUSIC APPRECIATION
Code
Word

Rabbet *VIOLE\S AND CELLOS 1 reel, sound

J. C. Freeman, curator of the Wurlitzer collection, shows us the

world's most priceless violins and cellos, worth millions of dollars

the oldest, built by Maggini in 1580, the most famous, built by
Stradivarius in 1737 and worth $75,000. Benno Rabinoff, noted

violinist, and Benditzky, concert cellist, play while we see in closeup
the skill of their fingering technique, a feature of special interest

to the music student.

Rabbi *ARCHAIC AND UNUSUAL INSTRUMENTS
1 reel, sound

We see here the evolution of our instruments from man's first crude

attempts to organize sound, a musical mousetrap made of nails,

a harmonica of bottles, through the precursors of the piano, the

spinet, octavina and virginal, down to the very latest attempt to

improve on the piano, the nuance. Three noted musicians, Herr

Sachs, Lotta Van Burn and Lester Donohue, demonstrate the various

instruments.

Factor PAGLIACCI PROLOGUE AND ARIA FROM BARBER
OF SEVILLE .... 1 reel, sound

These two famous arias are sung by Richard Bonelli. They are

both on the one reel.

Centre FAUST 1 reel, sound

Scenes from the opera, while the better known arias are being

sung.

Sabal *CARNIVAL ROMAINE OVERTURE (Berlioz)
1 reel, sound

Played by the symphony orchestra of the Paris Conservatory of

Music, directed by Prof. Philippe Gaubert. We are shown the

entire orchestra, then the various groups stringed instruments,

woodwind, etc., in close-up photography, as each takes up the

theme.

Sabbath FLYING DUTCHMAN OVERTURE (Wagner)
1 reel, sound

Played by the symphony orchestra of the Paris Conservatory of

Music, directed by Prof. Robert Hagger in a manner similar to

the above.

Sabar DER FREISCHUTZ OVERTURE (Von Weber)
1 reel, sound

Played by the symphony orchestra of the Paris Conservatory of

Music, directed by Prof. Felix Von Weingartner.

Sable ^HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY (Liszt) No. 2
1 reel, sound

Played by the symphony orchestra of the Paris Conservatory of

Music, directed by Prof. Oscar Fried.
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Base Sale

Rental Price

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $32.00

$1.50 $32.00

$1.50 $32.00

$1.50 $32.00



MUSIC APPRECIATION
Code
Word

Base Sale

Rental Price

Cavort *"AVE MARIA" .... 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

An organ plays Gounod's well known classic in Canterbury
Cathedral.

Fervid *"AIR FOR 6G' STRING," by Bach 1 reel sound $1.50 $27.00

The symphony orchestra under the

direction of Rosario Bourdon ren-

ders this beautiful air. Doris

Humphrey and group of four

dance.

Air for G String

Iambic *"WALTZ IN 6A' FLAT MAJOR," by Brahms $1.25 $21.00

1 reel, sound

Orchestra led by Hans Lange; shadow dancing by Desha.

Festal *"DANCE OF THE HOURS," from La Gioconda $1.50 $27.00

by Ponchielli .... 1 reel, sound

Orchestra under the direction of Hans Lange; pictorial nature back-

ground.

Ibex *"LIEBESTRAUM," by Liszt 1 reel, sound $1.25 $21.00

Orchestra under the direction of Gustav Hoenschen; pictorial back-

ground.

Rabble *DANCES OF THE NATIONS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $36.00

Under this heading it is intended to assemble NATIVE DANCES
from all over the world. In this reel characteristic dances of Spain,
Russia, Holland and the Argentine are presented.

Rabid *SONGS OF THE NATIONS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $36.00

FOLK SONGS from various parts of the world will be presented
in this series. In this reel, a Russian song, a Mexican song and an
American ballad, each typical of its kind, is presented.

Vaster *EILI EILI 1 reel, sound $1.25 $18.00
The old Hebrew lament, sung by Charles Carlisle, with a moving
and dramatic pictorial background, picturing the sufferings of the

Children of Israel.

Cabal *CARRIE JACOBS BOND 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

The songs of Carrie Jacobs Bond, sung by Ralph Kirberry. The

songs include "The End of a Perfect Day" and "I Love You Truly."
Comments by Edwin C. Hill.



MUSIC APPRECIATION
Code
Word

Base
Rental

Sale

Price

Caballero *STEPHEN FOSTER 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

The songs of this American com-

poser are sung during the action

of an appropriate playlet. Nancy
McCord, John Huntley and the

Plantation Singers render: "Uncle

Ned," "My Old Kentucky Home,"
"Oh, Susanna," and "Old Black

Joe."

Stephen Foster

Fraceme OLD TIME BALLADS (No. 1) 1 reel, sound

Here the Review Quartet renders Hills of Home, an old cowboy
song, Rachmaninoff's Silence of the Night, and several Negro
Spirituals.

$1.50 $27.00

Fracer OLD TIME BALLADS (No. 2) 1 reel, sound

Those early American Ballads, familiar to all, Home Sweet Home,
Silver Threads Among the Gold, and Sweet Alice Ben Bolt, are

sung by a quartet headed by Margaret Speaks. A brief history of

each precedes its rendition.

$1.50 $27.00

Tacit *VOICE OF THE SEA 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

A collection of sailor songs, sung and acted. They include: Plymouth
Town; Blow, Wind, Blow; What Shall We Do With The Drunken
Sailor; The Bell in the Lighthouse Rings Ding-Dong, and Little

Star of Juno.

Tabut *SONGS OF MOTHER 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

The classic lullabys and slumber songs of the past and present.

Among these songs are, Childhood Memories, Rockabye Baby, and

Dry Those Tears.



Code
Word

MUSIC APPRECIATION

-THE KENTUCKY JUBILEE SINGERS SERIES

Base
Rental

Sale

Price

This outstanding organization of

Negro singers has made four one

reel pictures in which the best

known of spirituals and old plan-

tation songs are beautifully ren-

dered.

Kentucky Jubilee Singers

Facot 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

1. This reel contains Old Kentucky Home, Swing Low Sweet Char-

iot, and Great Morning.

Fagre 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

2. This reel contains Deep River, Carry Me Back to Old Virginny,
and All God's Chillun.

Famed 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

3. This reel contains Going Home, Judgment Day, and I'll Be

Ready.

Fancy 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

4. This reel contains Water Boy, Oh My Lord, and Good News.



Code
Word

Racial

PHYSICAL SCIENCE

ASTRONOMY
*THROUGH GALILEO'S TELESCOPE AND MT.
WILSON OBSERVATORY 1 reel, sound

GALILEO'S TELESCOPE: This reel shows pictures of Galileo and
the optic tube, invented by a Dutch spectacle maker, with which,

by his observations of the movements of Jupiter and Venus, he

proved conclusively the Copernican theory. Then comes his trial

for heresy by those who wished to believe the earth the center of

the universe and his final defiance, "And yet it moves."

MT. WILSON OBSERVATORY: In contrast to the crude optic tube

of Galileo, we see the world's largest telescope and how it is oper-
ated. The one hundred inch Hooker reflector magnifies the power
of the eye 160,000 times, making objects that are nineteen light

years away visible. We see sun spots and their size in relation to

the earth and solar prominences 150,000 miles high.

Racket *TIDAL THEORY OF THE EARTH'S AND MOON'S
CREATION AND THE MOON IN CLOSE-UP
1 reel, sound

TIDAL THEORY OF THE EARTH'S AND THE MOON'S CREA-
TION: A graphic description of the earth's evolution with animated

drawings showing this evolution according to the tidal theory as

compared to the outworn nebular hypothesis. We see how the pull
of gravity of a passing star caused tidal explosions in the sun that

resulted in the birth of the earth and her sister planets, and the

earth's change from her gaseous state of five billion years ago into

the shrunken solid form she is now. There follows the story of the

birth of the moon and what is happening to it.

THE MOON IN CLOSE-UP: A series of close-up pictures of the

moon, taken at the McMath-Hulbert Observatory. These are said

to be the only ones of their kind ever taken.

Uneven ^SEASONS AND THEIR CAUSES 1 reel, sound

Models and diagrams show how the various seasons are caused by
the relative positions of the earth and the sun.

Shaken EARTHQUAKES 2 reels, sound

The seismological instruments and their use in the study of the

cause, effects and prevention of damage by earthquakes. Actual

photographs of earthquakes serve to illustrate these various phases.

Started EVOLUTION 3 reels, sound

The story of our world and its inhabitants of land, sea and air, from
Creation to the present day.

Gamoon *THE BLACK GIANF 1 reel, sound

Commander Dyott and his party go on an exploration trip to the

Black Giant a South American volcano, and are surprised by a

violent eruption, the first in fifty years. We see beautiful pictures
of the mountains and the masses of smoke and lava while the

exploring party hasten to make their escape.
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Base Sale

Rental Price

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $36.00

$3.00 $64.00

$4.50 $96.00

$1.50 $27.00



PHYSICAL SCIENCE
Code
Word

Gallant THE MENACE OF GUATEMALA .... 1 reel, sound

Studies of native types, scenes of the great volcano, Agua, in

Central America.

MYSTERIES OF WATER 1 reel, sound

Water, a combination of hydrogen and oxygen, two inflammable

elements, is the arch enemy of fire. This reel depicts the power
of water both from a constructive and destructive angle.

Base
Rental

Sale

Price

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $36.00

Ration

SCIENCE

CHEMISTRY
NATURE'S CHEMISTRY. .1 reel, sound

a) Microscopic study of the won-

ders seen in a drop of water.

b) Study of the process of con-

verting sunshine into food.

Through the microscope we
watch the growth of a pine, of

wheat, and by time lapse pho-

tography, we study 18 days in

the growth of an acorn.

c) Soil-less growth. A picture of

plant growth, where the plants
are fed only with water chemi-

cally treated -- the test being
made for commercial purposes.

$1.50 $36.00

Nature's 'Chemistry

POPULAR SCIENCE

Raddle AIR CURRENTS & THEORY OF STREAMLINING
1 reel, sound

By means of a smoke chamber invented by Baron Shiva, Japanese
Scientist, Clarence Chamberlin, noted flyer, shows us how air cur-

rents react to different shaped objects, what keeps a plane up, and

what happens if it is tilted too sharply.

The Ocean Liner of Tomorrow Norman Bel Geddes, noted indus-

trial designer compares the ship of today with his model of the

liner of tomorrow. By examining nature's own example of stream-

lining, the porpoise, as well as by diagrams showing the difference

in air resistance of oval, square, and tear shaped objects when placed
in an air-chamber, we are shown very vividly the efficacy and beauty
of streamlining.

$1.50 $36.00

9



POPULAR SCIENCE
Code
Word

Radian THE AUTOGIRO 1 reel, sound

E. D. Rice, head of the autogiro company, explains Juan de la

Cierva's invention: what keeps the plane aloft, how the blades turn

automatically to exert a lifting force, how gravity keeps them

revolving, how they are hinged, why they do not fold up like an
umbrella. We then see a real autogiro taking the jumps on a

racetrack at eight miles an hour, and lingering aloft in the same

spot indefinitely in a twenty mile breeze.

Base Sale

Rental Price

$1.50 $36.00

Radiate THE CHICAGO PLANETARIUM AND THE
DEUTSCHES MUSEUM IN MUNICH 1 reel, sound

THE CHICAGO PLANETARIUM: A marvel of science . . . Here
we can examine at close range the amazing projector, which records

the heavenly bodies in exact scale and proportion.

THE DEUTSCHES MUSEUM IN MUNICH: Charles R. Richards

of the Musuem of Natural History in New York guides us through
nine miles or 360,000 square feet of fascinating exhibits covering

every department of human knowledge. Scale and full-size models

showing the development of locomotion, of agricultural instruments,

of astronomy, sections of U-boats, actual mining shafts, and 18th

century apothecary shops. Oscar von Meuller, founder, is shown
amidst his dream of years a museum where the visitor can learn

by actually operating the various models.

$1.50 $36.00

Fight ^GRAVEYARD OF SHIPS 1 reel, sound

An interesting and inspiring subject that reveals the activities of

the Coast Guard Service on the shores of Cape Hatteras, one of the

most treacherous shores to be found in the world and one that has

been aptly termed the Graveyard of Ships.

$1.50 $27.00

Radical PHOTOGRAPHY 1 reel, sound $1.50 $36.00

The Art of Photography on land, sea and in the air is demonstrated

by ace Pathe News Cameramen. Unusual effects of underexposed
and trick photography, weird angles, etc., make up an extremely

interesting reel.

Ramapa THE ORIGIN OF MOTION PICTURES AND $1.50 $36.00

PHOTOGRAPHY 1 reel, sound

Scenes show the birthplace of photography in England and the

first camera ever used. Also the origin and inventor of the moving
picture camera.

MASTER OF THE CAMERA 1 reel, sound $1.50 Apply

In this reel we visit the studio of Edward Steichen and see him

instructing a model in the art of posing. We are also shown the

use of simple devices to gain desired effects. Mr. Steichen's

knowledge of mass composition and lens make him an artist of top
rank.

10



POPULAR SCIENCE
Code
Word

Base
Rental

Sale

Price

Rashly ARMS AND ARMOR 1 reel, sound

This reel is made up of three parts:

(a)- Various types of guns and revolvers, described by an expert.

(b) A trip to the Metropolitan Museum of Art, where different

kinds of armor are shown.

(c) Types of swords used in fencing
- - with the Olympic 1936

team shown in practice.

$1.50 $36.00

Rate ARCTIC EXPLORATION 1 reel, sound

Bryant Washburn, a noted explor-

er, takes us on a trip to the Hima-

layas of America in Alaska, with

graphic pictures of the terrain and

descriptions of the training and

handling of the dog teams,

$1.50 $36.00

Arctic Exploration

Rather *ABSTRACTIONS 1 reel, sound

Visual music an artist's endeavor to capture the fleeting images

you see in your mind, into visual movement and form. Next we
see various unusual forms in gears, then a series of unusual pattern

designs suggested by an African Safari, and last a number of un-

usual machine designs.

$1.50 $36.00

Ratify SOME ACHIEVEMENTS OF SCIENCE ... 1 reel, sound

First we are shown the skillful blending of imagination and scientific

knowledge required to reconstruct a creature of the Dinosaur

Dynasty at the Museum of Natural History in New York City. Then
we are taken to Harvard University where we are shown a model
of a forest and the technique of its recreation. Next we are shown
the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey at its work in charting coastal

waters, and last we visit the laboratory of Dr. William F. Gerecke,

plant physicologist at the University of California, and see his

experiments at farming without soil.

$1.50 $36.00

COVER TO COVER 2 reels, sound

A film about authors, printers and publishers, and the history of

the written word.

$3.00 $54.00

11



SOCIAL SCIENCE
Code
Word

Hairy
:SCHOOL 2 reels, sound

Base
Rental

Sale

Price

$3.00 $54.00

This film shows a progressive educa-

tion school in action. In a care-

fully prepared presentation we see

a group of young children being
trained for Democracy. This is

the only film ever made in a class-

room with dialogue by the children

and no commentary.

School

THE QUINTUPLETS 2 reels, sound $3.00 $35.00

This film gives intimate glimpses into the lives of these famous
children: how they are cared for, washed and fed, and how they

play, study, etc.

Additional reels will be made showing the development of these

children, as they grow older.

Hackle THE AMERICAN WAY (formerly WE THE PEOPLE) $1.50 $27.00
1 reel, sound

This is a stirring picture of the History of the Constitution from
its beginnings in 1787 down to the present day. It takes up the

three branches of our government: the executive, legislative and

judicial, showing how the judicial acts as a check to balance the

other two.

Rattan *CITY PLANNING 1 reel, sound $1.50 $36.00

a) New York City as it is night
shots of city scenes.

b) A vision of the city of the

future, contrasting early city
scenes taken from pictures in

the City History Museum, with

idealized pictures of a great

city as conceived by Hugh Fer-

ris, the architect.

c) Jones Beach a fine example
of planning for social welfare.

City Planning

12



SOCIAL SCIENCE
Code
Word

Rattle WATERWAYS OF YESTERYEAR 1 reel, sound

a) Towing on the canals in Pennsylvania.

b) Unusually fine pictures of a lockless canal in Germany.

c) An old time side wheeler on the Mississippi, with songs and

dances by native colored people.

Ravel HARVARD SPECIAL 1 reel, sound

The 1936 Tercentennial Anniversary of the founding of Harvard,

showing its development and importance in the history of our

country.

TERRITORIAL EXPANSION OF THE U. S. 1783-1853
2 reels, sound

The graphic picture of the birth of the United States as a republic,

and its territorial expansion from the signing of the Declaration

of Independence in 1776, depicting the settlement of the St. Law-

rence Boundary in 1782, the Westward Expansion, the Louisiana

Purchase in 1803, the acquisition of Texas, and New Spain, west

of the Rockies.

Base Sale

Rental Price

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $36.00

$3.00 Apply

TERRITORIAL POSSESSIONS OF THE U. S.

2 reels, sound

A complete account of the territory acquired by the United States

from 1850 to the present time.

$3.00 Apply

THE STORY OF OUR FLAG 1 reel, sound

This film depicts the history of our flag from its origin, which was
the Union Jack plus the thirteen stars which represented the orig-

inal thirteen states. Pictures which show the development of the

United States and its territorial expansion are tied in with the

changes in the flag until it reached its present status with forty-eight

stars, each one representing a state.

$1.50 $36.00

Ragman *FORD'S TRIBUTE TO EDISON & THE FIRST AIR
MEET 1 reel, sound

Henry Ford as a tribute to the late Thomas A. Edison, collected

and preserved many landmarks in the life of Edison: Smith's

Creek station where he was thrown from the train; the room where
he learned to be a telegrapher; houses from Menlo Park, New
Jersey, among them Sarah Jordan's boarding house, the first house
in the world to have incandescent lamps; and the laboratory where
Edison put electricity to work for all mankind. His assistant,

Francis Jehl, shows us the apparatus used in the invention of the

incandescent lamps; and performs the original experiment on the

first phonograph. At St. Louis in 1910 at the first air meet in

this country, Teddy Roosevelt takes a ride in some of the first

flying machines and meets their inventors.

$1.50 $36.00
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Code
Word

Ragout

SOCIAL SCIENCE

*TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE & CHRISTOPHE'S
CITADEL 1 reel, sound

Base
Rental

Sale

Price

$1.50 $36.00

Richard B. Harrison, that grand
old man, "de lawd" in "Green

Pastures," tells us the history of

Tuskegee Institute, the negro col-

lege founded by Booker T. Wash-

ington in 1881, which has helped
so many of his race. Started as a

teacher's training school, it now
teaches forty-one trades and pro-

fessions, and many of its depart-

ments, some of which are shown,
have made lasting contributions to

man's knowledge. The Tuskegee
choir, famous for its spirituals,

sings throughout the film.

Tuskegee Institute

Christophe's Citadel shows the Palace of the Black Emperor of Haiti.

Ragtime *THE PRESIDENTS OF THE UNITED STATES $1.50 $36.00

1 reel, sound

Our presidents since the beginning of the movies: McKinley, the

day before his death in 1901; intimate views of Teddy Roosevelt,

Taft, Wilson, Harding, Coolidge, and F. D. Roosevelt.

Hackia INAUGURATION 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Here we see the parade in the rain at the January 1937 inauguration
of President Roosevelt, and hear excerpts from the President's

address.

Ficus PROMINENT PERSONALITIES 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

In this subject a selection of prominent personalities are brought
to the screen and interviewed at work and play: Leroy N. Mills,
Helen Richey, Grisha Goluboff, Margaret Bourke-White, Alois

Havrilla.

NORTH SEA 3 reels, sound $4.50 Apply
A breath taking picture of the rescue of a ship in a storm at sea,

with direct radio S.O.S. and response.

Flavor WARNING 3 reels, sound $4.50 $81.00

An awesome picture of air war! The sequences picture with over-

whelming reality an air raid on a typical British City and the

destruction that accompanies it. We see too the work of defense

done by both the military and organized civilian corps and the

task of restoration as the tension slackens with the report "Raiders

passed." This is a British documentary film.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE

Unfair *TODAY WE LIVE 2 reels, sound

Code
Word

Shows the work that is being done

to help the unemployed in the

rural areas of Great Britain retain

their stamina and self reliance.

Base Sale

Rental Price

$3.00 $72.00

Today We Live

AUSTRIA VANISHES 1 reel, sound $1.50 Apply

Animated maps of Central Europe show Austria before and after

the German invasion.

THUNDER OVER THE ORIENT 2 reels, sound $3.00 Apply

Vivid picture of life in China - - the customs, industries and re-

sources before and since the Sino-Japanese conflict.

NEWS DIGEST (No. 2) 1 reel, sound

A review of the events of 1937.

Gluten *1938 PASSES IN REVIEW 1 reel, sound

Text and sound by H. V. Kalten-

born, outstanding news commen-
tator. A vivid picture of events

in the United States and Europe
during 1938.

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $27.00

1938 Passes in Review
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SOCIAL SCIENCE
Code Base Sale

Word Rental Price

Habitant HIGHWAY MANIA 2 reels, sound $3.00 $50.00

This two reel subject, featuring Lowell Thomas, graphically illus-

trates the ever-increasing problem of poor and reckless automobile

driving, and outlines the constructive steps the state of New Jersey
has taken in its attempt to meet this problem; one typical of any
state in the union.

Figure GOLD MANIA 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Through a picturesque landscape of mountain and desert scenery
we follow the eager footsteps of an old-time gold prospector, some-

times called a "desert rat," one of the world wandering clan of

addicts to gold mania.

Filial ^MANHATTAN WATERFRONT 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

A resume of New York's waterfront, whose mile after mile of docks

bound one of the greatest and busiest harbors in the world where
more than 10,000 ships of all kind and size enter and leave each

year. Gigantic ocean greyhounds are seen coming to rest after

swift ocean crossings, as well as large and small cargo boats bring-

ing produce from all parts of the world.

Gloss MEN OF SHIPS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Scenes of the Manhattan waterfront and the loading and unloading
of ships. What becomes of the "men of ships" when they are too

old to work is shown in the scenes of life at Snug Harbor, home
for retired sailors.
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SPECIAL RELEASES
Code Base Sale

Word Rental Price

Habile -HISTORY OF AVIATION 3 reels, sound $4.50 $100.00

NOTE: A comprehensive pictorial history of aviation from the first

flight of the Wright Brothers at Kitty Hawk, N. C., to the epoch-

making flight of the giant China Clipper. Among the historic events

pictured here are:

(1) 1903 Wright Brothers' first flight.

1909 Bleriot's flight across channel.

1910 "Teddy" Roosevelt's first flight.

The First Parachute jump.
1917 Army aviators in France.

1926 Byrd and Bennett at North Pole.

1927 Lindbergh flies the Atlantic.

1928 Flying Windmill spans English Channel.

1929 Rocket plane soars in first test.

(2) 1928 Graf Zeppelin crosses Atlantic.

1930 Kingford Smith's Ireland to America flight.

1930 Coste and Bellonte's Paris to New York hop.
1930 Post and Gatty's 'round the world flight.

1931 DO-X visits America.

1933 Italo Balbo's Italian airfleet visits Chicago's World Fair.

(3) 1935 Doolittle's record coast to coast flight.

1935 The wingless autogyro.
1935 The China Clipper.
1936 The autogyro with collapsible wings.
1936 America welcomes the new air giant, "Hindenburg."
1936 Commercial flying.

A Cavalcade of Aviation.

Gherkin CONTACT 3 reels, sound $4.50 $81.00

Fine British documentary film on the efficient air service of the

British Empire. Starts with the design and construction of an air-

plane and the relation of aviation to other forms of transportation.
Also shows the ground work that makes international flying pos-
sible in a trip from Cape Town to Cairo to England.
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THE WORLD AND ITS PEOPLE

HUMAN GEOGRAPHY, TRAVEL & CUSTOMS
Code
Word

NEW AND THRILLING COLOR FILMS

Base
Rental

Sale

Price

Hakea FRANCE 4 reels, sound $15.00 $350.00

A comprehensive color film depicting life in city and country, show-

ing the people, traditions, customs, buildings and industries of Paris

and rural France.

Hakim *TIBET, PENTHOUSE OF THE GODS . . 5 reels, sound $15.00 $350.00

This picture was filmed by Theos Bernard, the only white man ever

to have become. a lama. The material is unique and colorful, show-

ing the lamaseries and cities of Tibet. Mr. Bernard is also the author

of the book, "Penthouse of the Gods," published by Scribners.

Half HUNGARY 2 reels, sound

This film shows colorful Budapest and the countryside of Hungary.
We see the Hortabagy or great Hungarian Plains with their pic-

turesque cattlemen, the magnificent horses and cattle, peasants in

native costumes dancing the Csardas as well as the beautiful resorts

and lake country.

For additional listing of color films refer to SILENT SUBJECTS,
THE WORLD AND ITS PEOPLE, Pages 73 and 74, and SELECTED
SHORTS, COLOR CARTOONS in Sound, Page 57.

UNITED STATES

Fiesta -HEART OF THE SIERRAS 1 reel, sound
Yosemite National Park, one of the most beautiful and majestic

sights of nature is brought to the screen in intimate detail that re-

veals the glories of this great public playground. At the Park
Museum are seen many interesting exhibits that tell the history of

the park down through the ages. From Hanging Rock, 3000 feet

above Yosemite Valley, an awe inspiring view is obtained.

$7.00 $175.00

$1.50 $27.00

Filly ^CALIFORNIA MISSIONS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

"California Missions," the historic

civilization out-posts of another

century, were built by the Fran-
ciscan Friars, who, starting in Old
Mexico erected their places of wor-

ship along a thousand-mile course

terminating their peaceful con-

quest of hostile Indians in, what
is now, Los Angeles, California.

California Missions
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THE WORLD AND ITS PEOPLE

Code
Word

HUMAN GEOGRAPHY, TRAVEL & CUSTOMS
Base
Rental

UNITED STATES

Sale

Price

Washington in Virgini

Reader AMERICANA .... 1 reel, sound

This reel includes such varied scenes as Montana trail riders, winter

scenes in Yellowstone National Park, where we see a geyser in

operation, the old covered bridges of Pennsylvania, a trip through
a cavern, and some of the famous sights of Washington, B.C.

Fiery WASHINGTON IN VIRGINIA 1 reel, sound

The camera traces the life of

George Washington by means of

historical landmarks throughout
the beautiful state of Virginia. On
the south bank of the Potomac,
near Wakefield, Va., is shown the

mansion where he was born in

1732. We view the college he at-

tended: William and Mary and

then beautiful Mount Vernon, per-

haps the place most popularly as-

sociated with the Father of our

Countrv.

Filing -MOUNT VERNON 1 reel, sound

Mount Vernon, once the home of

George Washington, is now the

most revered historic shrine in the

United States. Through the cour-

tesy of the Mount Vernon Ladies'

Association, the first and exclusive

motion pictures of the interior

of this great historic shrine are

shown.

Mount Vernon

Filial -MANHATTAN WATERFRONT 1 reel, sound
A resume of New York's waterfront, whose mile after mile of docks
bound one of the greatest and busiest harbors in the world where
more than 10.000 ships of all kind and size enter and leave each

year. Gigantic ocean greyhounds are seen coming to rest after swift
ocean crossings, as well as large and small cargo boats bringing
produce from all parts of the world.

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $27.00
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Code
Word

THE WORLD AND ITS PEOPLE

HUMAN GEOGRAPHY, TRAVEL & CUSTOMS

UNITED STATES
Finch JUNGLE PLAYMATES 1 reel, sound

A wild animal farm in California that specializes in raising jungle
cats for exhibition purposes is the locale for this picture.

Filose *CIRCUS WINTER QUARTERS 1 reel, sound

The circus, pictured in its Sarasota, Florida, winter quarters, pro-
vides a subject that is packed with human interest. The gypsies of

the entertainment world and their cargoes of jungle beasts are inter-

est-getters wherever the big top is staked.

Filter *FLORIDA COWBOY 1 reel, sound

Florida, although known as one of America's favorite winter play-

grounds, is a definite factor in the cattle industry. Surprising as

it may seem there are some of the nation's finest herds and an army
of cow-punchers inhabiting the jungle camps amid the palm-fringed

pampas of its wild interior.

Ghost NAVAJO DEMON 1 reel, sound

An intimate study of the activities of a Navajo family; told in a

colloquial, true to the soil manner.

Catling ^PRIMITIVE AMERICA .... 1 reel, sound

Sale

Rental Price

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $27.00

This film shows the mountaineers

in the Great Smokies of Tennessee

as the purest strain of American

primitives. We see their use of

primitive water wheels; methods
of shearing, carding and spinning ;

methods of cooking, molding can-

dles and pewter spoons.

Primitive America

Gaucho *REAL AMERICANS 1 reel, sound

Pictures Indian life in Southwestern United States and in Massa-

chusetts. First we see the village with its tepees, and the chieftains

in headdress holding council; then some Apache women weaving.
Other things shown are Hopi ceremonial dances and the women

grinding corn, baking bread and making baskets. Natural sound

is employed to some extent.
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THE WORLD AND ITS PEOPLE

Code
Word

HUMAN GEOGRAPHY, TRAVEL & CUSTOMS
Base
Rental

UNITED STATES

Gantry BOSTON 1 reel, sound

Bunker Hill Monument, the home of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow,
Harvard University, Massachusetts Hall, the docks, piers, etc. where

the famous Boston Tea Party was held these and many other well-

known spots are shown as the reel unfolds.

Garble *CHICAGO 1 reel, sound

Views of Lake Michigan, the Civic Opera House, Grant Park, Soldier

Field, Field Museum of Natural History and many other of Chi-

cago's show-places. The film closes with scenes of Chicago at night.

Ganlet -NEW ORLEANS .... 1 reel, sound

In two hundred years New Orleans has grown from a small trading

post to its present status. We see buildings, statues, the French

quarter, the French market, Tulane University and many spots of

historical interest.

Ganoid -NEW YORK CITY 1 reel, sound

Views of the statue of Liberty, Ellis Island and the skyline of New
York. We see the Stock Exchange and Wall Street, the lower East

side with its large Jewish population, the Bowery and Chinatown.

From there we go to some of the sky-scrapers including the Empire
State and the Chrysler buildings. Aerial views of Times Square and
the Public Library, St. Patrick's Cathedral, the Easter Parade on
Fifth Avenue plus a visit to Riverside Drive, Grant's Tomb and
other spots of interest conclude the reel.

Garcon *SAN FRANCISCO 1 reel, sound

Views of the entire city, its harbor and environs. We see the fish-

ermen's wharves, Chinatown, an old Mission, Golden Gate Park,
Amundsen's Arctic Yawl, Seal Rock, Alcatraz, the University of

California campus and other points of interest.

Gannet 'WASHINGTON, D. C., Heart of the Nation
1 reel, sound

Aerial panoramic view of the Capitol, the Congressional Library
and the Mall interspersed with ground views of the Congressional
Office Buildings, the Treasury, War and Navy Buildings, the White
House and the Printing Office. Interior and exterior scenes of the

Lincoln Memorial, the National Amphitheatre at Arlington, and
Mount Vernon are shown, while the commentary furnishes the his-

torical background.

ALASKA AND CANADA

Ready ALASKA .... 1 reel, sound

An airplane trip over Alaska sponsored by the National Geographic
Society, showing outstanding points of interest. Then we are shown
the process of subglacial gold mining.

Sale

Price

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $36.00
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THE WORLD AND ITS PEOPLE

Code
Word

HUMAN GEOGRAPHY, TRAVEL & CUSTOMS
Base Sale

Rental PriceALASKA AND CANADA
Rate ARCTIC EXPLORATION 1 reel, sound

Bryant Washburn, a noted explorer, takes us on a trip to the Hima-

layas of America in Alaska, with graphic pictures of the terrain

and descriptions of the training and handling of the dog teams.

Fichu *THE LAND OF EVANGELINE 1 reel, sound

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $27.00

Here are shown the beautiful

scenes that inspired the famous

poem "Evangeline" by Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow, retaining
all the tragic romance and at the

same time expressing one of the

most beautiful events in the his-

tory of the world the expulsion
of the French Acadians from their

homes.

Land of Evangeline

Realm *CANADA 1 reel, sound $1.50 $36.00

Sights in the Canadian Rockies which rival the Alps in beauty.
Then pictures of the wheat fields, one of Canada's important indus-

tries. Last we are shown campers in Ontario, the tourist trade being
an important aspect of life of our Northern neighbor.

Reach NEWFOUNDLAND 1 reel, sound $1.50 $36.00

This reel shows the people of Newfoundland, their life unchanged
from the old days and completely untouched by the modern pace.
Beautiful and unusual photography.

Girdle *QUEBEC 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

We are shown the lower part of

Quebec where quaint houses, many
of them hundreds of years old, are

crowded on narrow streets. Among
the outstanding points of interest

is shown the Cathedral of Notre

Dame des Victories; Basilica,

home of General Montcalm and

the Parliament Building.
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THE WORLD AND ITS PEOPLE

Code
Word

HUMAN GEOGRAPHY, TRAVEL & CUSTOMS
Base Sale

Rental Price

MEXICO

Filch ROMANTIC MEXICO 1 reel, sound

A subject that shows the many beautiful sights that may be seen in

and about Mexico City. In the city are seen the great public build-

ings, noted the world over for their beauty and graceful design,

among them Mexico's great Cathedral.

$1.50 $27.00

Final WORKSHOPS OF OLD MEXICO 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

The trades and crafts of the Mex-

ican have remained family prop-

erty throughout the centuries. The

typical Mexican, who populates
the provinces outside the city

areas, has not been modernized by
the pressure of the machine age.

These happy and contented toilers

are shown at their work amid

squalor languidly performing the

chores that afford them their

meagre existence.

Workshops of Old Mexico

Gaudy TAXCO 2 reels, sound $3.00 $54.00

Views of the countryside narrow alleys, houses, shrines, churches,

native craftsmen, gardens and streets, stress the mood of the "man-

orial city."

Gambit -THROUGH THE AGES .... 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Aspects of native life include street scenes, holiday crowds, a bull

fight and life on a hacienda. We are shown archeological finds in a

thousand year old mound.

Gauge VIERNES del DOLORES 2 reels, sound $3.00 $54.00

In this film we see natives in canoes, dancers and music all a part
of the Holy Friday festivities celebration at Santa Anita.

CENTRAL AMERICA AND THE NEARBY ISLANDS

Fiat -LAND OF THE EAGLE .... 1 reel, sound

"Land of the Eagle" is the meaning of the old Aztec word "Guauh-

tematlan," now Guatemala, a land of many wonders and beautiful

scenery, from the tropical climate lowlands where vast quantities of

bananas are grown to the mountainous regions where a temperate
climate prevails and coffee growing is one of the main industries.

$1.50 $27.00
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THE WORLD AND ITS PEOPLE
HUMAN GEOGRAPHY, TRAVEL & CUSTOMS

CENTRAL AMERICA AND THE NEARBY ISLANDS
Code
Word

Base
Rental

Sale

Price

Rainbow -WEST INDIES 1 reel, sound

Curacao Dutch architecture and Dutch influence transform this

tropical island, just off the coast of Venezuela, into a little Holland.

We sail up the grand canal visiting the salt marshes and the home
of Simon Bolivar, famous South American liberator. Then north-

ward to Santiago, into this beautiful Cuban harbor from which one-

fourth of the world's cane sugar is exported. We go to San Juan Hill,

then to a plantation where we see them make sugar. Then away to

Bermuda, up Shinbone Alley, and down Featherbed Lane past the

homes of Eugene O'Neill, Mark Twain, and Tom Moore, by fields

of lilies and onions, through Hamilton and St. George, and down to

the ship's graveyard.

$1.50 $36.00

Fidget CORAL ISLE OF THE ATLANTIC 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

The Bermudas are portrayed as the best known and most interesting
of the almost countless groups of coral islands and attols found

throughout the tropic seas. There are 365 islands in the group
with but a total area of twenty square miles. Tiny coral animals

have through untold centuries formed the islands and practically

everything on the islands is built of the beautiful white coral stone.

Fierce TRINIDAD .... 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

The beautiful island of Trinidad, the most southerly of all the

British West Indian Islands in the Caribbean Sea. First is shown
the town of Port-of-Spain, its many beautiful streets lined with

quaint shops that display a multitude of wares to catch the eye
of the tourist. We view the annual "Hosien" Festival which consists

of many forms of amusement and religious worship.

Gadfly ^CHILDREN OF THE SUN 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

This film shows scenes of wharves,

fishing boats, village streets, com-

munity laundries, etc. on the island

of Guatemala. Activities of the

island include fishing, marketing,

cooking with iron kettles and pre-

paring kindling wood. The com-

mentary calls attention to the back-

ground of Mayan civilization.

Children of the Sun (Community Laundry)
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Word

THE WORLD AND ITS PEOPLE

HUMAN GEOGRAPHY, TRAVEL & CUSTOMS

CENTRAL AMERICA AND THE NEARBY ISLANDS
Base
Rental

Sale

Price

Glace JAMAICA 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

We first see the city of Kingston, the capital of Jamaica and the

center of trade for the entire island. Then the farms and large

plantations peasants are seen working their little farms where they
exist by growing produce that is sold at market.

Gadoid CUBA. . . .1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

We see the Prada, Morro Castle, Sans Souci (home of the Rhumba)
as well as beautiful views of Trinidad and Camaguay. Natives at

work at sugar and rope making, two of the chief industries of the

island, are also shown.

Gager EBONY SHRINE 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

In this reel we visit the ancient cathedrals and ruined cloisters of

Guatemala. The film closes with a pilgrimage to the Ebony Shrine

and views of the interior of the church.

Gallant THE MENACE OF GUATEMALA 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

The life of the people who live

near the active volcano called

Agua is interestingly depicted.
Primitive customs still persist.

Menace of Guatemala

Gainly -FALLEN EMPIRE .... 1 reel, sound

Views of scenes of the beautiful island of Haiti and of some of the

unique customs which prevail there. The reel closes with close-ups
of the Fortress of the Black Emperor and his tragic story.

Galloon -SONG OF THE VOODOO .... 1 reel, sound

Interesting views of Haiti and Port au Prince. We see the market

place, native carriers, craftsmen fashioning silver jewelry and,

finally, a Voodoo dance.

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $27.00
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HUMAN GEOGRAPHY, TRAVEL & CUSTOMS
CENTRAL AMERICA AND THE NEARBY ISLANDS

Code Base Sale

Word Rental Price

Galago HURRICANE ISLAND 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Here we visit the Isle of Santa Domingo after the hurricane of Sep-
tember 1930. We see pictures of the Castle, Fort and of the cathedral

where Christopher Columbus is buried.

Cambrel WELL OF FORTALEZA 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Fortaleza, situated in the Caribbean Sea, is one of the prettiest of

the West Indian Islands. We see views of the island, its people
and their mode of life. In sharp contrast with the beauty and

serenity of these scenes is the grim fortress and the story of the

Well of Fortaleza which we visit in the closing sequences of the reel.

SOUTH AMERICA
Gander ABANDONED IN AMAZON FORESTS ... 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Deserted by their native guides, Commander Dyott and his compan-
ion found themselves without food, shelter or supplies in the world's

most feared jungle. How, after months of heart breaking labor

and wild adventure, they got back to civilization is graphically told

in this reel.

Gamoon *THE BLACK GIANT 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

This Black Giant is one of the volcanoes of the Andes in Ecuador.

In photographing this monster in full eruption, our party barely

escaped with their lives.

Gastral INCA CUZKO (Peru) 2 reels, sound $3.00 $54.00

This trip takes us to the ruins of Inca and pre-Inca structures. We
see the wild country surrounding Lake Titicaca and the life of the

Uros Indians. This film also shows scenes during the visit of the

former Prince of Wales.

Ganger A NIGHT IN THE JUNGLE 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

What the wilds of the Amazon have to offer a pair of adventurers

in the line of comedy as well as terror is shown in this reel.

Glycol ROAMING THE SPANISH MAIN 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

The scenes shift from Port of Prince to the ruins of the Sans Souci

Palace, then to Haiti and Christophe's Citadel. In Jamaica we see

the creek-laundry, the market and the women vendors. We travel

to South America via the old buccaneer route and visit Christobal,

Colon and the Panama Canal.

Gamut *SLIDING OFF THE ANDES . . 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Beautiful views of mountains during a roller-coaster like ride down
the mountain side!
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Code
Word

HUMAN GEOGRAPHY, TRAVEL & CUSTOMS
Base
Rental

UNITED KINGDOM

Rajah
*ENGLAND (No. 1) 1 reel, sound

Through the country where age means centuries, not just years.

We travel in Kent and York where the Romans first landed and

where the walls and towers built by William the Conqueror and

Edward I are still in use. We are shown overhanging houses in the

towns, thatched cottages in the villages, beautiful Minster Cathedral

dominating the country for miles about. As we move on and travel

along the banks of the Thames lined with beautiful summer homes
and pavilions, we get an intimate glimpse of the life of the people
and life on the river.

Rascal *ENGLAND (No. 2) 1 reel, sound

We are taken to Eton, one of England's famous public schools, then

on a tour of Salsbury with its well known Cathedral . . . Next we
are shown an iron mill, one of England's representative industries,

and then go North to Stirling, the gateway to the Highlands.

LONDON CALLING Series

Unfix (a) ROOFTOPS OF LONDON 2 reels, sound
Unendow (b) STATUE PARADE. . . .2 reels, sound

Unflag (c) PEOPLE IN THE PARK 2 reels, sound
Unfold (d) LONDON WAKES UP 2 reels, sound

Four short films giving insights into unusual and entertaining as-

pects of the world's largest metropolis. They are outstanding exam-

ples of Strand Documentary Films.

Gaspard CANAL GYPSIES 1 reel, sound
A vivid portrayal of another phase of English life the canal barges
and the people who live on them. We see the antiquated locks used,
the function of horses in pulling barges and the activities of the
canal boat people.

Glower BONNIE SCOTLAND CALLS YOU. .4 reels, sound

This is a composite picture of ro-

mantic Scotland. The elements of

the picture range from the roaring

industry of the great shipyards, to

the weaving of Harris tweed and

sheep farming in the remote Heb-
rides. We hear Scottish music of

the pipers and the singing of folk

tunes and ballads. The majestic

beauty of Scotland is shown and
the sports of the Highland Games,

mountaineering, fishing and yacht-

ing also.

Sale

Price

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $36.00

$3.00 $72.00

$3.00 $72.00

$3.00 $72.00

$3.00 $72.00

$1.50 $27.00

$5.00 $108.00

Bonnie Scotland Calls You
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CONTINENTAL EUROPE
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Price

Rame FRANCE 1 reel, sound $1.50 $36.00

The magnificent chateaux of France which, since the fifth century,
have helped to make her history: Chinon where, in 1429, Joan of

Arc appeared before Charles VII; Sully-sur-Loire where Voltaire

lived; Chenonceaux, which Henry II gave to Diane de Poitiers;

Pierrefonda, the fortress which Napoleon bought for $120 after the

French Revolution; many others, showing the evolution of the

residence from the stronghold. Closeups of interior murals, rose

windows, Court of Honor and the Hall of the Brave.

LIFE IN A BENEDICTINE MONASTERY . 3 reels, sound $5.00 Apply

This subject portrays a typical day in the life of a monk in a mon-

astery in Normandie.

Hakea FRANCE (in color) 4 reels, sound $15.00 $350.00

A comprehensive color film depicting life in city and country, show-

ing the people, traditions, customs, buildings and industries of Paris

and rural France.

Galley PARIS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

The Place de 1'Opera, Place de la Concorde, Arc de Triomphe,
Montmarte and other of the best known places of interest in this

famous city pass in review. We view with delight the shops of

the Rue de la Paix and the beautiful flower markets. Views of the

noted Cathedral of Notre Dame which was begun in 1165, the book-

stalls of the Seine and the Eiffel Tower conclude the reel.

Unfrock THE HEART OF FRANCE 2 reels, sound $3.00 $72.00

An interesting pictorial history of the founding of Orleans from

early Gallic invasions up to the present. We see the beautiful

chateau country and the architecture of some of the more famous
of the chateaux.

A three-reel film on this subject is available in French. See page 65.

Gather *ON WITH THE DANCE (Dances of All Nations) $1.50 $27.00
1 reel, sound

Brief sequences showing people dancing in Luxemborg on the

way to church; a dance in Siam; a religious dance in Calcutta;
a sacred dance in Tibet; a hula dance in Hawaii; a native dance in

Africa; a Csardas dance in Hungary; and many others. The ac-

companying commentary points out the religious background of

most of the dances.

Gabion ANTWERP 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

First we are shown the wharves and barge women of this Belgian

seaport. Then we go to the marketplace. We see the percherons,
horses painted by Rosa Bonheur and police dogs being trained. Last

we see the Antwerp cathedral, begun in the 14th century, and listen

to the carillon.
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Gasolene DUTCH TREAT. ... 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Holland and its people beautifully photographed.

Galatea HOLLAND MOSAICS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

We see a typical fishing village, Vallendam, with its miles of dikes

and the windmills taking the water back to the sea through the

canals. The windmills are also used to grind corn and to saw
lumber. Cheese, tulips and hyacinths are the principal exports.

Gamete *ZUYDER ZEE 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

This film presents scenes in and near Amsterdam, Holland canals

buildings the unloading of cheese and the method of bargain-

ing for these. Views of the Royal Palace, a cathedral, a public
beach and Dutch horses are seen as well as a family in native

costume, a Dutch dance, the harbor and the fishing fleet.

Gasolene ^NORWEGIAN SKETCHES 1 reel, sound

Here we see the scenic beauty of Norway and the life and customs

of its people. Views of the capital city of Oslo include the Royal
Palace, the Old Church, modern homes and apartment houses and
children's playgrounds. Next we see a Norwegian fjord and the

native craft; also scenes in Bergen showing the winding streets,

crowded buildings, the old city gate and the home of Grieg, the

composer. There are rural scenes showing a wedding, the proces-
sion and the dance that follows. There is a beautiful musical back-

ground of folk songs and Grieg's compositions.

$1.50 $27.00

Field *VENICE OF THE NORTH 1 reel, sound

A camera visit to the beautiful city

of Stockholm. Built on a group
of islands, the city's many quiet

waterways have earned for it the

term "Venice of the North." As
we approach the city by boat we

pass the famous Norska Museum
and are soon gliding past a veri-

table forest of masts that rise from
the decks of scores of sailing ships.

$1.50 $27.00

Venice of the North
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Price

Gaily -EYES ON RUSSIA. . . .1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

We begin with views of the country, the peasants, a collective farm,

a community bakery, Stalin's former home and typical Georgians.
Then we are taken to Moscow where we see the Kremlin, a park,
a former monastery, a ballet school and a modern kindergarten.

Gird *THE RED REPUBLIC 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Miss Margaret Bourke-White, famous globe-trotter and internation-

ally known photographer herein shows a most interesting part of

Russia. Starting at Baku, on the Caspian Sea, is shown a land that

is old and picturesque but rapidly being modernized under the

Soviet. Next is shown the extensive vineyards of the famous wine

country of Georgia. Then is seen the great Dnieper Dam which is

one of the largest dams in the entire world.

Sagum -POLAND 1 reel, sound $1.50 $32.00

BB

A detailed picture of the new
Poland created since the World
War. Views of the modern build-

ings and the great port of Gdynia,
which was built from a fishing vil-

lage, are contrasted with peasant
life.

Poland (Harbor of Gdynia)

Glacier -THE SAAR .... 1 reel, sound

A comprehensive insight into a seething center of industrial and
mineral wealth. First is shown the town of Saarbruecken, neat and
clean and not at all remindful of the mining activities for which
the district is famous. The main streets, schools and markets are

seen.

$1.50 $27.00

Rash GERMANY .... 1 reel, sound

The reel opens with beautiful mountain views of the Alps; then we

go to Dresden, called the city of the Arts, with its fine buildings
and statues. By way of contrast, we are shown Garmisch, the "painted

village," the buildings decorated with pictures of local industries,

and finally to Weimar, the home of Goethe.
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Gadus DOGS OF SOLITUDE .... 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

How the St. Bernard dogs serve on errands of rescue when snow
blocks the Alpine Passes is vividly depicted. The reel also shows
adventurous mountain climbing.

Gaiter GLACIER'S SECRET .... 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

The story of the glacier with striking mountain views as a back-

ground!

Gibber SNOW AND ICE 2 reels, sound $3.00 $35.00

Famous winter sports against the beautiful background of the Alps!

Gibbon WHITE MOUNTAIN .... 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

We thrill alike to the beauty of the views and the difficulty of the

mountain climbing.

Giblet CZECHOSLOVAKIA. . . .1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

This film shows the land-locked nation, composed of Bohemia.
Moravia. Slovakia and Carpathian Russia. There are scenes from
Old Prague and Modern Prague as well as views of vineyard and
wine making and village dancing to the old piper's tunes. Through-
out there is a lovely musical background of native music.

AUSTRIA VANISHES 1 reel, sound $1.50 Apply

Here is the story of the rise of the Hitler Dictatorship in Germany,
his aggressions, broken treaties, and finally his complete annexation

of little Austria. A History of Europe from 1918 1938.

Give ROUMANIA. . . .1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Travelling through the beautiful country of Roumania the camera
first shows King Carol II, then to the charming castle "Pelesh."

located in the Carpathian Mountains; the famous Sinaia Monastery
and the beautiful Casino, the center of entertainment. Next is seen

a glimpse of peasant life.

Half HUNGARY IN COLOR 2 reels, sound $7.00 $175.00

This film shows colorful Budapest and the countryside of Hungary.
We see the Hortabagy or great Hungarian Plains with their pictur-

esque cattlemen, the magnificent horses and cattle, peasants in

native costumes dancing the Csardas as well as the beautiful resorts

and lake country.
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Railing *CENTRAL EUROPE % reel, sound $1.00 $18.00

Peasant Life in Hungary A glimpse of life as it was lived in

Europe in the 17th century, a life which still exists in the Hungarian
village today: houses of sun-dried bricks with thatched roofs, potters
and coopers at work, pigs being driven to market and the actual

bargaining in the market place. From there we turn time even

further backward as we enter the Hortabagy Plains, just 100 miles

northeast of Budapest, where shepherds still sleep on the ground
by their flocks. We see the native horses, brought there by Tartar

ancestors, and the long-horned cattle, descendants of Roman stock.

Rayon -ROMANTIC ITALY 1 reel, sound $1.50 $36.00

We are taken on a trip on the Grand Canal of Venice with the

gondolier singing. Then to the Tiber with its lovely old Roman

bridges, and last to the beautiful country of Tivoli.

Garter *MOUNTAINS AND SKIS (Tyrol) 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

This film offers a scenic treatment of skiing and the mountain

regions with which the sport is associated. Views of skiers climbing,

taking Christiania and jump turns, jumping and racing are seen,

and there are scenic views of mountains, trees, snowfields, ice for-

mations and clouds.

Fibber *SPAEV'S ROMANTIC ISLES 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Majorca, one of Spain's romantic isles, is selected as an outstanding

example of beauty and picturesque romance. Fishing is one of the

chief occupations of the inhabitants. The only signs of moderniza-

tion are beautiful roads that lead to all principal points.

Galleon MOORISH SPAIN .... 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Called by Goethe "land of wine and minstrelsy," Andalusia is known
for farming, goat raising and its cheese industry. Every ten years
the oak trees are stripped to make cork. The cork industry led to

the manufacture of champagne. Views are seen of the Alhambra,
Court of Lyons, Court of Myrtles and Granada.

Galacto *GLORY OF SPAIN 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

This reel shows detailed views of the Alhambra. We also see Cor-

doba with its Roman bridge, fiestas, dancing girls, carpet weavers
and makers of shawls and mantillas.

Gala GIBRALTAR 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

This is a fairly modern town in which only British citizens may
live. We see the barracks, the narrow streets and local customs.

Gallery MADEIRA .... 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

This group of islands is of volcanic origin. The island of Madeira
is famous for its embroidery and wines. We are shown Funchal and
natives singing and playing instruments.
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AFRICA, ARABIA, INDIA

Gascon FOUND IN MOROCCO 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

In the great square at Marrakech, a public market place alive with

brightly clad Moors, we see scenes resembling biblical days. Then
we visit Fez, one of the most enchanting cities of Morocco, and

watch the natives making wallets, etc., from the famous Moroccan
leather. Lastly, we go to Meknes, imperial city of Morocco, with

its sacred mosques rising all about.

Fickle ^MOROCCO 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

This unit presents an intimate study of Morocco, its buildings,
customs and people. The city of Marrakech on the northern slopes
of the snowclad Atlas Mountains, surrounded by the remains of a

once massive stone wall, is shown to still retain much of its grand-
ness of days gone by in its beautiful tower of the Katurbia Mosque
and the great open square of Djemaa El Fna.

Garret 'CALLING ON CAIRO 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

First we visit modern Cairo with its broad avenues and beautiful

buildings. In sharp contrast with these are the crooked alleys of

the bazaars. We see the great University and just outside the city

the Tombs of the Caliphs. A camel ride to the edge of the desert,

where we view the great pyramids and the Sphinx, complete our

tour.

Gaduin DRUMS OF FEAR (Africa) 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

A trip with Tom Terriss showing African superstition in general
as illustrated by the legend of the tom-toms and their influence on

the lives of the people.

Gherkin CONTACT (Africa, Asia, Australia) 3 reels, sound $4.50 $81.00

This is a fine British documentary film on the efficient air service

of the British Empire. It starts with the design and construction

of an airplane and shows the relationship of aviation to other forms

of transportation.

Gaunt -GARDEN OF ALLAH 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Algiers is here presented in newsreel style, with emphasis on well-

digging and irrigation as essential conditions for agriculture in an

arid country.

Galah *THE HOLY LAND 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

The color and atmosphere of this spot sacred to religion permeate
the reel. We see the seaport of Jaffa, Jerusalem, the Sea of Galilea,

the Damascus gate, the Wailing Wall, the Tower of David and the

Holy Sepulchre.
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Gasify -PILGRIMAGE THRU PALESTINE 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

A camera trip through the Holy Land: camel caravans, Nazareth

and Mary's well, the village of Tiberius, the Moslem minarets of

Galilea, the river Jordan and its modern bridge, Bethlehem and

the Church of the Nativity.

Rebel IRAN (Persia) % reel, sound $1.00 $18.00

The buildings, customs and industries of Bagdad.

Gaffer DAMASCUS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

In the center of an oasis at the edge of the Arabian Desert stands

Damascus, the oldest inhabited city 4500 years old rich in reli-

gious history. We see the fine arts of this famous city and are shown
how pearls are inlaid, the hammering of metal and the cutting of

stone.

Clove FAKEERS OF THE EAST 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Conjuring tricks of many kinds are shown in this reel.

Gastrula *THE MYSTIC EAST 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Impressions of life and customs in Korea, Java and Samoa. The

sequences show native dances, markets, river craft, cocoa bean

harvesting and chief articles of trade.

Gasping SEEN IN SYRIA 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

We enter Syria through Beirut where we visit the famous American

University and see football played against an oriental background
of palm trees. We cross the Dog River by means of its ancient

Roman bridge and travel to Baldek, City of the Sun, and thence

to Damascus and the Ommiad Mosque, one of the greatest in all

Islam.

Gachus *CALL OF MOHAMMED 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

The scenes in this subject are laid in and around a city in India and

picture for us a Mohammedan religious ceremony. We see the

market place, a snake charmer, and groups of Moslems approaching
a Mosque and worshipping.

Gainsay GEM OF AGRA 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

A travel trip through Agra to the beautiful Taj Mahal while the

commentator tells us the touching story behind its erection.

Gasket *HINDU HOLIDAY 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

This reel deals with the temples and religious celebrations of India.

We see views of sacred elephants, mendicant priests, gay proces-
sions of ox-carts, camel-drawn carriages and amusement parks.
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Carney HOLY MEN OF INDIA 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

We travel from Bombay to Alhabad with crowds of pious pilgrims
to the sacred river Ganges, in a festival held once every twelve years.

Galaxy JUNGLE TERROR 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Excitement in the Malay Jungle when a fire causes a stampede of

elephants!

Galiot LAND OF GHANDI 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

A visit to Akbar, the "dead city." We see jute workers, bullock-

driven sugar mills and other aspects of Hindu life. Special em-

phasis is laid on the caste system.

Gastrin -LAND OF ISLAM 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Views of Morocco and its people showing cities, minarets, mosques,
native orchestras and dancers and natives engaged in trade.

Gamin *MY FRIEND THE HARTI 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

This film deals with elephants, their habits, training, uses and care.

Gamma *TIGER-TIGER . . . .1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Portrays a Bengal tiger in his natural habitat, and shows how
camera blinds were set up to take the pictures.

Razor ADVENTURE IN BORNEO .... 1 reel, sound $1.50 $36.00

Pictures of the Pigmy Cannibals, their life and customs plus animal

pictures of absorbing interest, showing a leopard being trapped
and the habits of the monkeys.

Glad ISLE OF SPICE 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

A visit to Ceylon, a beautiful tropical island that produces vast

quantities of tea, cocoa, rubber, rice, cocoanut oil, cinnamon and

spices that are shipped to almost every country of the world. First

is shown Colombo, capital city of the island. A short distance from
Colombo is seen Petta. where the great open-air market is held.
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Gabriel *BALI 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

This film portrays life and customs of the natives and the scenic

beauties of tropical Bali. Terraced rice fields show the planting,

harvesting and winnowing of rice. Native crafts of forging and

damascening Native Kriis, and of pottery making are presented.
Native women in the market place, a dance and a funeral proces-
sion complete the film.

Gable BENEATH THE SOUTHERN CROSS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Scenes showing native life and customs in Samoa.

Gadget CONTRASTS IN CHINA 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

The squalid life of the rivermen

is contrasted with the Summer Pal-

ace and Tower of Buddha. The
limited diet and unsanitary con-

ditions are vividly pictured.

Contrasts in China

Gadwall "DOOR OF ASIA 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

The sequences show life on Chinese waterways with details of the

Grand Canal; Chinese craftsmen and laborers at work; a funeral

procession; cormorant fishing; natives spinning and weaving on
crude hand looms; and primitive farming methods.

Cadoul DRUMS OF THE ORIENT 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Aspects of life in Bangkok, capital of Siam! We see dug out

canoes, river markets, and sampans. Street scenes show native

costumes and the general type architecture used. There are also

some scenes in a Siamese theatre showing masks and dances.

Gaity *EMPIRE OF THE SUN 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

In this reel we see natives in cherry blossom time in Japan at

amusement parks, open air theatres and tea houses. Scenes of

girls being trained to sing and dance, boys in jiu-jitsu, and wor-

shippers at shrines and temples are shown.
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Galea LAIR OF CHANG HOW 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

The river pirates of China and other general aspects of life are

shown in this reel.

Gallop ^SHADOW OF THE DRAGON 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

This is a general picture of China showing native life in Peiping,
the Great Wall and some of the amusements of the people such as

Mah Jong.

Galosh -SHANGHAI 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

We see harbor scenes, women doing heavy work and, by contrast,

the Queen's summer palace. The process of manufacturing cloisonne

at which the Chinese excel, is shown.

Galenar LOVE THAT KILLS .... 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

This reel shows the sharp demarcation of caste in Japan.

Galling SPIRIT OF THE SHO-GUN 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Some of the beauty spots of Japan are shown in this reel.

Unfurl *FIVE FACES 3 reels, sound $4.50 $108.00

A Strand documentary film depicting the contribution of the five

races that make up the population of Malay. We see the primitive
customs of the original tribes, the Sakai; the churches and forts

built by the Dutch; the valuable tin and rubber products worked

by the Chinese; and the civilizing influence of the British.

Gallate MAYIASIA 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Native huts, betelnut chewing, life on the Penang River and Chinese

temples are shown in this film.

Galled MYSTIC ISLES 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Adventure in the East Indian Archipelago!

Gaelic SATAN'S FURY 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

A pictorial study of volcanic New Zealand.

Galore *SECOND PARADISE .... 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Views of Ceylon and its people. The film shows native activities

such as carving elephants, cooking, making pottery, marketing, and

hairdressing.

Gambade *TEMPLES OF SILENCE 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

This film shows views of Angor Vat. an abandoned phantom city
in the Orient. We are shown views of friezes, sculptures, entrance,

passages and the sacrificial chamber of the Goddess of Lust.

Gambler *THOM THE UNKNOWN 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Adventures in the ruins of Cambodia!
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Hakim *TIBET, PENTHOUSE OF THE GODS IN COLOR $15.00 $350.00
5 reels, sound

This picture was filmed by Theos Bernard, the only white man ever

to have become a lama. The material is unique and colorful, show-

ing the lamaseries and cities of Tibet. Mr. Bernard is also the

author of the book. "Penthouse of the Gods," published by Scribners.

Galvanic SINGAPORE 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

The film shows the mixed population of this British concession.
We see open air markets, old and modern civilizations in contrast-
rickshaws mingled with automobiles.

Gamble *UTMOST ISLE. . . .1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

A picture of life, customs and traditions among the natives of

Ceylon. River life, trade in spices, strange religious customs, devil

dances, tom-toms and primitive musical instruments are shown.

Gamely -WILD NEW GUINEA 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

A pictorial study of the customs and life of cannibal tribes in New
Guinea: the village goes fishing; the city fathers plan a feast. We
see a male hairdressing shop, a banquet, native dances and many
other aspects of native life.
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Bowler -MAGIC MYXIES .... 1 reel, sound

The myxie is a queer fungus rather like mould, which develops

sometimes into animal and sometimes into vegetable form. This

film shows by microphotography how myxies grow and multiply,

what they eat, and how they produce fruits which reproduce spores
and the life history starts again.

Rally TREE AND PLANT LIFE 1 reel, sound

Gigantic ferns belonging to the Carboniferous Age, giant desert

cacti, yucca palms and the torrey pines of California are among the

vegetable life pictured.

Base Sale

Rental Price

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $36.00

Beware -DREAM FLOWER 1 reel, sound $1.50 $36.00

The Poppy, in itself harmless, con-

tains in its stem a fluid, the Latex,

from which opium is produced.
The process of opium production
is shown.

Dream Flower

Bushy -GATHERING MOSS 1 reel, sound $1.50

This film shows the actual growth of moss, speeded up a hundred
thousand times. We see the flower-like growth and the fertilization

of the plant.

$36.00

Blush *IN ALL HIS GLORY 1 reel, sound

Pollination Shows the romantic life of a plant fertilization the

bees as match-makers protection of the precious pollen from rain

the drooping snowdrop the closely-shut snap-dragon automatic

distribution of pollen co-operation between plants and insects-

advertising the pollen to attract insects business bluff in the world
of nature.

$1.50 $36.00

Bland *THE IRIS FAMILY 1 reel, sound

The evolution from bulb to bloom. The Iris is a secretive plant but

its secrets are here revealed in its complete life cycle.

$1.50 $36.00
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Balsa *LIFE OF A PLANT 1 reel, sound

Some movements, such as those of a growing plant, are normally
too slow to be seen, but these movements are now shown on the

screen in all their grace and beauty, at a speed two hundred thou-

sand times quicker than the rate at which they are actually per-

formed, and the whole life cycle of an ordinary garden nasturtium

seed is disclosed.

Flax FIRE, THE RED POACHER 2 reels, sound

A conservation film. It shows what is being done to educate the

public and train children in schools to prevent forest fires. We see

the ranger locate a fire, and then watch the fighters get the blaze

under control.

Ramble MARVELS OF THE MICROSCOPE . . 1 reel sound

Here we see:

Base Sale

Rental Price

$1.50 $36.00

$3.00 $54.00

$1.50 $36.00

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Microscopic pictures of tiny
water plants and minute
forms of animal life.

The amazing mechanism of

the fly's eye.

Microscopic study of tree

specimens.

Closeups of leaf specimens.

Ungird

Marvels of the Microscope

ANIMAL LIFE

*FINGERS AND THUMBS .... 2 reels, sound $3.00 $72.00

A Strand Documentary Film

This film traces the development
of man's hands. Thousands of

years ago all living things lived

in the water and gradually fins

were developed. The evolution

from this form of life to the ape
is clearly depicted as well as the

actual development of the hand
in the ape family. The final se-

quence shows the perfection that

is reached in the human being.
The film was made under the

supervision of Julian S. Huxley.

Fingers and Thumbs
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Code
Word

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE

ANIMAL LIFE

Unglaze MONKEY INTO MAN 2 reels, sound
A Strand Documentary Film

An interesting and enlightening study of monkey life. This film

traces development through the baboon, the anthropoid ape, gib-

bon, orang-utan, chimpanzee and gorilla, showing the family and

social life of these animals and the variation in brain power among
them. A comparison is also made between the most intelligent of

these apes and man, with a brief review of man's development from
the primitive stages to modern civilization.

Ungodly MITES AND MONSTERS 2 reels, sound

A Strand Documentary Film

A pictorial study of different types
of animals and the relationship
between them. The film begins
with the cell, the smallest form of

animal life, and traces through
birds, fish, ants, dogs, etc., to the

whale which is the largest type of

animal life. Emphasis is placed on
the effect of physical structure on
the habits and characteristics of

each.

Base Sale

Rental Price

$3.00 $72.00

$3.00 $72.00

Mitt

Ungual -ZOO BABIES 2 reels, sound

A Strand Documentary Film

This subject shows the upbringing
of young things, from fish through
birds and different classes of mam-
mals to the human child and its

development and education. Inter-

esting scenes from the zoo show
representative specimens of the
various animals feeding and at

play. The film was made under the

supervision of Julian S. Huxley.

$3.00 $72.00

TLoo Babies

Gamma *TIGER-TIGER 1 reel, sound
The Bengal Tiger and his companions the vultures in their native
haunts. Excellent close-up photography.

$1.50 $27.00
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BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE
Code Base Sale

Word Rental Price

ANIMAL LIFE

Ramate *WILD ANIMALS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $36.00

Elephants in their native wilds, hunted and trapped and prepared
for life in a circus.

A trip through the Canadian woods where many wild animals are

caught unaware by the camera.

The Duck-Billed Platypus, queerest of all creatures.

Badger
*BROCK THE BADGER 1 reel, sound $1.50 $36.00

A delightful film showing our quaint friend the Badger in his

ancestral home. He is a frolicsome fellow except when he is hungry
and then he stalks his prey very cleverly. He has a sweet tooth,

and satisfies it by filching honey from the bees, whose only method

of retaliation is to sting his tongue. Brock curls himself up for his

long sleep during the winter.

Browse *PLAYTIME AT THE ZOO 1 reel, sound $1.50 $36.00

The Honey Bear, Wolf Cub, Baby Elephant, Seal, Hornbill and

Marmot studied at close range.

Caked PECULIAR PETS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Animals not usually considered tameable are shown as real pets,

Gamin *MY FRIEND THE HARTI 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Indian Elephants at work.

Grajton KILLING THE KILLER 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Dr. Raymond Ditmars shows us the habits of the Indian Cobra,

and its ancient enemy, the mongoose.

MICHIGAN CONSERVATION SUBJECTS

Finger 1. MICHIGAN MAMMALS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

This film shows the following Michigan animals: wolverine, elk,

bison, cow moose and calf, bull moose, spotted fawn, doe deer,

spikehorn deer, porcupine, albino porcupine, cub bear, badger,
weasel, fox, squirrel, chipmunk, beaver.

Finis 2. ^MICHIGAN BEAVER. . . .1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

The life of the beaver. Trees are felled, dams repaired, damage
from flooding and the steps taken to curb it are shown.

Finite 3. MICHIGAN MOOSE 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Portraying the great moose herd of Isle Royale. These largest
American mammals are shown in abundance. A young bull is

captured before the camera.

Finlet 4. MICHIGAN WHITE TAILS . . 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

This reel continues the story of the Michigan animals by showing
the life of the deer.
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Code
Word

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE

ANIMAL LIFE

Umbra -SWAMPLAND .... 1 reel, sound

Struggle to Live Series

A study of wild animal life found in various swampland districts

of the United States that reveals the viciousness and beauty of a

primitive nature that rivals the deepest jungles of far off lands.

Under -FOREST GANGSTERS 1 reel, sound

Struggle to Live Series

In order to protect vast herds of domestic cattle and sheep, as well

as deer and other game animals that inhabit the western plains of

this country, professional hunters are engaged from time to time to

rid a district of mountain lions and other killers.

Undue *DESERT LAND 1 reel, sound

Struggle to Live Series

The constant search for food on the desert, indulged in by the

animals, reptiles and insects provides the exciting action in this

subject. The combats and the combatants exemplify the cunning
and the hardiness with which creatures have been endowed.

BIRDS

Rake *BIRDS .... 1 reel, sound

Here we see flocks of wild pelicans, wild geese, seagulls and sand

pipers in flight and feeding in their natural habitat.

Bittern *THE BITTERN .... 1 reel, sound

We see the nest of this fine bird with its fine brown eggs. The
mother has a long bill with which to repel attack. Her life while

the children are young is a long search for food, for contrary to

popular belief, birds have large appetites. Sunset brings rest to her,

and after her noisy family is asleep, she settles down.

Beauty *THE NIGHTINGALE .... 1 reel, sound

A beautiful film depicting the life of a family of Nightingales
from the time the eggs were hatched out, until the birds were able

to look after themselves. The song of the Nightingale, famed in

literature, is very successfully recorded on the film.

Birdies *SPECIAL MESSENGERS 1 reel, sound

Shows the development of a homing-pigeon belonging to one of the

90,000 members of British pigeon clubs. We see the eggs, the de-

velopment of the chick after two days of incubation, and again
after three days: the young bird breaking the shell and emerging
after nineteen days: the "squeaker" covered with fluff and as a

fledgling. The parent birds are seen feeding their young on re-

gurgitated food. Fourteen days after hatching, preparation of the

young bird as a racer begins. We are shown a good racing pigeon
and the long pinion feathers and overlapping middle tail feathers

(points to be looked for in all racers) are displayed.

Base Sale

Rental Price

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $36.00
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Code
Word

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE

BIRDS

Beaker *SHORT-EARED OWL 1 reel, sound

We see the home of the Short-eared Owl, a handsome creature with

two little tufts of feathers over her ears. The five eggs in the nest

soon hatch out, and then the problem of feeding becomes acute, for

these hungry babies eat an enormous amount of field mice or moles

each day. Very soon, however, the young owlets are able to look

after themselves and find their own food.

Bliss *SPRINGTIME IN THE SCILUES 1 reel, sound

These islands form a natural sanctuary for sea birds. We see Gulls,

Shags, Razorbills and Puffins. The life of this mixed colony goes on

heedless of the tragedies in their midst, secured from outside enemies

by the great Atlantic rollers which beat upon the rock-bound coast.

Ultima WINGED PAGEANTRY 1 reel, sound

Struggle to Live Series

A picture of wild birds in their natural setting, one of the most beau-

tiful studies nature has to offer. First there is the pelican then we
next see the gannets, birds who go yearly by thousands to far away
Cape Kidnapper in New Zealand to form an immense community.

Leaving the City of Gannets we travel 9,000 miles to the Bering Sea

where we see small Northern Gulls engaged in family life.

INSECTS

Bright *THE GLOW WORM 1 reel, sound

The Glow Worm also called Light of Love, hatches out under a

stone and is at first a long, queer-looking grub equipped with a

kind of rosette of fingers which it uses for pulling itself up grass

stems or for washing its face and innumerable legs. It lives mainly
off snails, but as it moves very slowly, it often has a great race to

catch its dinner. The male is a handsome winged beetle, but the

female is a plain little grub. She has, however, a lamp of phosphor-
ous just above her tail, which she waves to attract the male.

Battle *WAR IN THE TREES 1 reel, sound

An excellent example of biological control. We see the Wood Wasp,

enemy of the forest trees, and how nature has provided for his de-

struction by a natural enemy the Rhyssa.

Benefit
*FRIENDLY FLIES 1 reel, sound

Two species, which are real friends to man, are the Hoverer fly

which destroys the common black fly and the Drone fly which helps
clean up our gardens.

Ganger A NIGHT IN THE JUNGLE 1 reel, sound

Insect life in this strange land, photographed by Commander Dyott.
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Rental Price

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $27.00



Code
Word

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE

INSECTS

. 1 reel, soundUnco -DEADLY FEMALES .

Struggle to Live Series

In insect life the female of the species is usually the more aggres-

sive, and in this subject the deadly tendencies with which nature

has endowed them are shown.

Ultra *UNDERGROUND FARMERS 1 reel, sound

Struggle to Live Series

Ants! A society of ants photographed in the forests of equatorial
South America. The microscopic lens reveals these minute creatures

in a display of industry and organization that is a wonder to behold.

Bigger *MIGHTY ATOMS 1 reel, sound

This is the story of nature's scavengers. The action of these micro-

scopic insects is shown on cheese, plants, bulbs, insects, etc.

MARINE AND FRESH WATER LIFE

Udder *NEPTUNE'S MYSTERIES 1 reel, sound

Struggle to Live Series

The camera descends into the watery depths of the sea to penetrate
a mysterious realm of countless wonders. A great variety of snails

are shown in the various stages through which this species of marine
life passes before the adult stage is reached. We then see a thrill-

ing battle between two octopi.

Ugly -HERMITS OF CRABLAND 1 reel, sound

Struggle to Live Series

Many different forms of crabs, each distinctive in shape and char-

acteristics, are shown. How this form of marine life exists, protects
itself from enemies, feeds itself and raises its young is shown in

microscopic detail.

Ulcer *BEACH MASTERS 1 reel, sound

Struggle to Live Series

Each spring countless thousands
of seals come from all parts of

the Pacific Ocean to gather on the

rocky shores of the Mist Islands in

the Bering Sea and bring forth

their young. The camera has fol-

lowed this yearly migration.

Base Sale

Rental Price

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $36.00

Beach Masters
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Code
Word

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE

MARINE AND FRESH WATER LIFE

Umbra -SWAMPLAND .... 1 reel, sound

Struggle to Live Series

A study of wild animal life found in various swampland districts

of the United States that reveals the viciousness and beauty of a

primitive nature that rivals the deepest jungles of far off lands.

Base
Rental

Sale

Price

$1.50 $36.00

Umbel *LIVING JEWELS 1 reel, sound

Struggle to Live Series

Living in the perpetual motion of the surf are shown innumerable

creatures that withstand the angry forces of the rolling water. Some
are extended like beautiful flowers in bloom, others are folded in

upon themselves presenting a less attractive exterior. When seen

through the microscopic lens they present a delicate beauty that

belies their voracious nature for many sea-anemone entrap and eat

their victims alive.

$1.50 $36.00

Brinx THE TWO POUNDER 1 reel, sound

Beneath the waters of certain streams may be found the small round

eggs of the trout. We see the development of the fish until it bursts

from its shell into the river world. The favorite food for the trout

is the mayfly, but his search for this tidbit may lead him into the

fisherman's net as we see here. The beautiful two pounder is a

marvelous result of the tiny egg.

$1.50 $36.00

Bolder ROMANCE IN A POND 1 reel, sound

The life-story of the common Newt, starting with the adult at the

close of hibernation, ready to respond to increased light and higher

temperature. We see the changes in outward appearance in both

male and female as the season advances, the tiny eggs laid on the

leaves and gradually giving place to an embryo, active within the

clear protective envelope. When hatched the tadpole already shows
external gills, but its limbs appear much later, the arms before the

legs. Later, an adult, now provided with lungs, is seen rising to the

surface of the pond in order to take in air through its nostrils, and
another stepping up on the land for the first time.

$1.50 $36.00

Bubble -WATER FOLK 1 reel, sound

Marshes and ponds are teeming with tiny creatures called water
fleas. They act as scavengers in the water world for they eat decayed
vegetable matter. The eggs are carried about under the maternal

shell, until they are ready to tackle the world. In spring and sum-
mer all the water fleas are female, but when winter comes, they
produce sons to carry on. These males mate with the females of
their own generation and so the cycle of life goes on.
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Code
Word

Ramal

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE

MARINE AND FRESH WATER LIFE

MARINE LIFE . . 1 reel, sound

Base Sale

Rental Price

$1.50 $36.00

Here is a veritable guide book of

the activities which take place un-

der the seas in all parts of the

world.

Section 1. Marine life along Aus-

tralia's barrier reef.

Section 2. Pearl culture in Jap-
anese waters.

Section 3. Weird forms found in

Hawaiian waters.

Marine Ltje
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INDUSTRIES
Code
Word

Ramify STEEL .... 1 reel, sound

A dramatic picture showing the manufacture of steel from liquid

pig iron to the finished product. We see the hardened steel being
cut like cheese by a metal 1000 times harder than itself. Liszt's

"Mazeppa" forms a background that transforms this picture into

a work of art as well as education.

Base Sale

Rental Price

$1.50 $36.00

Habitual MILK .... 1 reel, sound

This film shows the story of milk from the cow to the consumer.
We see the elaborate precautions taken to safeguard the public from
contaminated milk.

$1.50 $27.00

Rebuke FORESTS AND FLOCKS 1 reel, sound

This reel takes us to the Northwest where we are shown how the

giant trees are felled and disposed of in the lumbering industry.

Next, we see large scale sheep raising and goat farming.

$1.50 $36.00

Rebus RICHES FROM THE EARTH 1 reel, sound $1.50 $36.00

Varied forms of industry in this reel include platinum mining in

South America, the process of beating gold for commercial use, and
last we see the J. P. Morgan collection of jewels in the American
Museum of Natural History.

Gherkin CONTACT 3 reels, sound $4.50 $81.00

Fine British documentary film on the efficient air service of the

British Empire. Starts with the design and construction of an air-

plane and the relation of aviation to other forms of transportation.
Also shows the ground work that makes international flying pos-
sible in a trip from Cape Town to Cairo to England.

Filter *FLORIDA COWBOY 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Florida, although known as one of America's favorite winter play-

grounds, is a definite factor in the cattle industry. Surprising as it

may seem there are some of the nation's finest herds and an army
of cow-punchers inhabiting the jungle camps amid the palm-fringed

pampas of its wild interior.

Finch JUNGLE PLAYMATES 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

A wild animal farm in California that specializes in raising jungle
cats for exhibition purposes is the locale for this picture.
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TRACK, FIELD AND MISCELLANEOUS SPORTS
Code Base Sale

Word Rental Price

SWIMMING AND DIVING

Ramp THE POETRY OF MOTION AND OLYMPIC DIVING $1.50 $36.00

CHAMPIONS 1 reel, sound

THE POETRY OF MOTION: As typified by our athletes in all

forms of sport.

OLYMPIC DIVING CHAMPIONS: Here our Olympic Diving

Champions demonstrate the perfect form and grace that makes the

champion in this sport. Slow motion pictures enhance the beauty

of this reel.

Century AQUABATICS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

This film emphasizes the healthfulness of water sports such as div-

ing and swimming. We are shown stunt formations, aquaplaning
and yachting.

Gavel CRYSTAL CHAMPIONS 1 reel, sound $1 50 $27.00

(Grantland Rice)

Johnny Weismuller and other Olympic swimming and diving stars

perform for Grantland Rice at Crystal Springs. There is good under-
water photography.

Early SINK OR SWIM .... 1 reel, sound (Grantland Rice) $1.50 $27.00

Swimming with champions and novices.

Earmark WATER BUGS. . . .1 reel, sound (Grantland Rice) $1.50 $27.00

We are shown Johnny Weismuller teaching swimming and diving,
with "Stubby" Krueger furnishing the comedy.

FOOTBALL
Ferret -CONTROLLED KICKING 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

A fine instructional reel teaching the fundamentals of kicking by
the expert Leroy Mills.

Eaved -PIGSKIN PROGRESS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

(Grantland Rice)

This film shows the first football game played in 1869 between

Rutgers and Princeton. We see the Harvard and Yale stadiums
built forty years later and then we are shown modern methods of

open play.

Fish -TOMORROW'S HALFBACK 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

(A Bill Corum Sport)

A young boy is initiated into the workings of football under the

guidance of Lou Little. There are interesting slow motion shots of

some plays.

Fixed GOALS FOR GOLD AND GLORY 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

(A Bill Corum Sport)

Modern football and an interesting insight into the difference be-

tween the professional and college game.
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Code
Word

TRACK, FIELD AND MISCELLANEOUS SPORTS
Base
Rental

HOCKEY

Sale

Price

Habit *HOCKEY 1 reel, sound $1.50 $36.00

This reel was made with the stars of the Boston Bruins to show just
how hockey is played. We see the game as it takes place during
the match and then study the details of play with the aid of slow

motion photography.

Flag *THE ICE MEN. .1 reel, sound (A Bill Corum Sport) $1.50 $27.00

Hockey
- - the most thrilling, dangerous and sensational of all

sports. This film shows the method of dressing for safety, part of a

game at Madison Square Garden between the Americans and the

Rangers, with play in both regular and slow motion.

TRACK
Eaves 'TIMING. . . .1 reel, sound

Fitter

The importance of Timing in various sports, such as golf, tennis,

rowing, polo, football and acrobatics.

*HIGH, WIDE AND DASHING. . 1 reel, sound

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $27.00

A review of the various running
and jumping events that come un-

der the heading of track sports:
hurdle races, two mile run, 100

yard dash, pole vault and broad

jump.

High, Wide and Dashing

Eased POISE 1 reel, sound

The importance of poise and balance in sports such as archery,

golf, field and track, and fishing.

BASEBALL
Flam *BIG LEAGUE . . 1 reel, sound (A Bill Corum Sport)

Baseball, the national pastime of millions of Americans! This reel

shows the Pittsburgh Pirates, Red Sox, Chicago Cubs and other

well-known teams in action. We are shown Lefty Gomez, Babe Ruth,

Big Bill Dickey, Guy Lazzerri and other headliners.
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TRACK, FIELD AND MISCELLANEOUS SPORTS
Code
Word

Eared

BASEBALL
. . 1 reel, sound-DIAMOND EXPERTS.

(Grantland Rice)

Champions of baseball in action - - Ty Cobb, Dazzy Vance, Jack

Combs, etc.

Ginger HITS, RUNS <N' ERRORS 1 reel, sound

This reel shows fundamentals of game, the method of laying out

the diamond, and costumes of the players. It contains pictures of

Fordham University at practice.

Ferment BASEBALL MEMORIES 1 reel, sound

This reel shows what becomes of famous baseball players after they
retire.

FISHING

Rampage -FISHING 1 reel, sound

We are taken to various parts of the world and shown:

(a) A fisherman casting for salmon on the lower Humber in

Newfoundland.

(b) Trout rising to the fly on the Nipigon River in Ontario.

(c) Fishermen seining the Sea of Galilee in Palestine.

(d) Tunny fishing in Sicily.

Earing BATTLING SILVER KINGS 1 reel, sound
(Grantland Rice)

Fishing as a true sport depicts tarpon and whale fishing.

Earl TIGERS OF THE DEEP .... 1 reel, sound
(Grantland Rice)

Big game fishing off the Florida coast.

Gaunter HOOK, LINE AND MELODY .... 1 reel, sound
(Grantland Rice)

Shows a group of fishermen trout fishing in Ontario and a canoe

trip on the lakes with Jim Sanley the singing guide.

Cause ANGLES OF ANGLING 1 reel, sound
(Grantland Rice)

Odd ways of catching fish.

GOLF
JOHNNY FARRELL GOLF SERIES . . 1 reel, sound, ea.

Giddy No. 1 FORE
Explains the use of different wood and iron clubs and
demonstrates correct methods of play.

Gift No. 2 DUFFER'S SWING
Shows incorrect strokes and how to overcome them.

Base
Rental

Sale

Price

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $36.00

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $27.00
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Code
Word

TRACK, FIELD AND MISCELLANEOUS SPORTS
Base
Rental

GOLF

Sale

Price

Gigot No. 3 WINNING PUTT $1.50 $27.00

Proper strokes and play on the green.

Gilded No. 4 IN THE ROUGH $1.50 $27.00

How to make bunker shots and get out of traps.

Gimbal No. 5 UNDER PAR $1.50 $27.00

In this reel Farrell demonstrates championship calibre.

Gimlet No. 6 GETTING ON THE GREEN $1.50 $27.00

An explanation of the importance of the short game.

Flare GOLF TIMING. .1 reel, sound (A Bill Corum Sport) $1.50 $27.00

A demonstration of a group system of teaching golf. A wide variety
of trick shots aid in proving everyone can play and enjoy the game.

Gabby PAR AND DOUBLE PAR 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

(Grantland Rice)

Comedy Golf with Frank Crumit.

GOLF vs. ARCHERY 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

A contest between professional golfers and professional archers,

featuring Dan Brennan, the archer, and Tony Pena, the golfer.

SKIING

Easter SKI PILOTS 1 reel, sound (Grantland Rice) $1.50 $27.00

Skiing in Summer and Winter.

Fiscal WINTER SPORTS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

(A Bill Corum Sport)

Canada in the midst of the winter sports season. Skiing, skating and

the famous ice game in Canada, curling, are shown.

Eaten TAKE YOUR PICK 1 reel, sound (Grantland Rice) $1.50 $27.00

Sleighing, tobogganing, dog-sledding, skiing, etc., at Lake Placid

are contrasted with swimming, tennis, golf and aquaplane riding
at Miami.

Giraffe SKI-ESTA 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

An instructional reel on the technique of skiing.

Recant WINTER AND SUMMER SPORT 1 reel, sound $1.50 $36.00

Skiing, ski-joring and skating in the Alps. The yachting sequence

explains with diagrams what makes a sailboat go.

RIDING AND HUNTING

Earthly PACK AND SADDLE. .1 reel, sound (Grantland Rice) $1.50 $27.00

Real hunting and camping in the West.
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TRACK, FIELD AND MISCELLANEOUS SPORTS
Code Base Sale

Word Rental Price

RIDING AND HUNTING
Easel RIDERS OF RILEY. . .1 reel, sound (Grantland Rice) $1.50 $27.00

Crack cavalry riders of Fort Riley, Kansas, demonstrate "Passage

Pierrette", chain of leaps, collective trot and polo.

Fiord BUGLES FROM THE BLUE GRASS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

(A Bill Corum Sport)

The work and care necessary in training such race horses as Man
of War, Equipoise and other famous horses of the Vanderbilt and

Widener farms.

Ebbing BLUE GRASS KINGS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

(Grantland Rice)

Racing horses in training and action.

Eblis CANINE CHAMPIONS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

(Grantland Rice)

Pointers and setters at Dr. Mitten's kennels are shown for points
and then taken afield to hunt.

Ebony DUCKS AND DRAKES 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

(Grantland Rice)

Hunting from a "blind" with decoys; imitations of "calls".

Ebonite BOB WHITE 1 reel, sound (Grantland Rice) $1.50 $27.00

Quail hunting, with pointers and Black Labrador retrievers.

Flagon PUTTIN' ON THE DOG 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

(A Bill Corum Sport)

The finest bird dogs that are to be found in this country are shown
in training and in action.

Earned HUNTING THRILLS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

(Grantland Rice)

Capturing alligators by hand in Florida.

Gecko LET 'ER BUCK. . . .1 reel, sound (Grantland Rice) $1.50 $27.00

Fun at a Rodeo.

Flair SARATOGA SUMMERS .... 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

(A Bill Corum Sport)

The history of Saratoga is traced in this reel. We see the famous
hotels, mineral springs, the casino and gardens and some of the

famous horses.

Flank ROYAL STEEDS .... 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

(A Bill Corum Sport)

The most famous breeds of horses are shown in this reel.
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TRACK, FIELD AND MISCELLANEOUS SPORTS
Code Base Sale
Word Rental Price

MISCELLANEOUS

Sagger SPORT OF FENCING 1 reel, sound $1.50 $32.00

A short history of fencing together with action pictures of the

1936 Olympic fencing teams.

Easterly SLIM FIGURING 1 reel, sound (Grantland Rice) $1.50 $27.00

Women athletes. This reel also shows exercises and dances for

women.

Flabby LADIES' DAY 1 reel, sound (A Bill Corum Sport) $1.50 $27.00

We see girls playing polo, fencing, swimming, diving, playing
archery, golf, soft ball and tennis.

Geared SPORT ALMANAC 1 reel, sound (Grantland Rice) $1.50 $27.00

A monthly calendar of sports activities.

Ebbed YOUNGER DAYS. . . .1 reel, sound (Grantland Rice) $1.50 $27.00

Sports of the youngsters swimming, baseball, football, marbles
and hockey.

Eboe UNCROWNED CHAMPIONS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

(Grantland Rice)

The best of the amateurs in various sports expert fly casting, expert
and fast revolver shooting, and moose-calling.

Firkin GENTLEMEN SPORTS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

(A Bill Corum Sport)

The sports of gentlemen: billiards, trap shooting, speed boating,

polo, etc.

Fistic NEVER CATCH THE RABBIT 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

(A Bill Corum Sport)

Greyhound dog racing at Miami Beach Kennel Club. The reel ex-

plains the training and the method of procedure at races.

Fizz SINGING WHEELS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

(A Bill Corum Sport)

The various phases of automobile racing, from soap-box derbies

for children, and midget cars, to the Indianapolis speedway races.

Flange *BEACH SPORTS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

(A Bill Corum Sport)

Various games to be played at the beach.

Flake ^FOREIGN SPORTS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

(A Bill Corum Sport)

The sports of different countries: judo and jiu-jitsu in Japan,

bowling in England, bull-fighting in Spain and jai-alai in South
America.
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Code
Word

TRACK, FIELD AND MISCELLANEOUS SPORTS
Base Sale

PriceRental

SAILING AND BOATING

Earldom FLOATING FUN 1 reel, sound (Grantland Rice) $1.50 $27.00

Shows a lesson to children in sailboating and then deck sports on

the Belgenland.

Earnest MANHATTAN MARINERS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

(Grantland Rice)

Around New York in a speed boat, with excellent photography of

skyline and bridges.

Earthen OUTBOARD STUNTING .... 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

(Grantland Rice)

Thrilling feats on outboard motors.

Eatable -SPEED LIMITS 1 reel, sound (Grantland Rice) $1.50 $27.00

Auto and speedboat racing.

Fixate PARDON MY SPRAY .... 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

(A Bill Corum Sport)

The sport of boating, combining the graceful sweep of racing sail

yachts with the pounding speed of racing motor boats, both inboard
and outboard.

Fitly "ROW, MISTER, ROW .... 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

(A Bill Corum Sport)

A host of celebrities in the sport
of rowing are seen in action, start-

ing with James A. Ten Eyck in his

88th year, through the Olympic
contenders.

Row, Mister, Roiv

TENNIS

Eating TENNIS TOPNOTCHERS 1 reel, sound
(Grantland Rice)

Tennis champions in action.

$1.50 $27.00
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TRACK, FIELD AND MISCELLANEOUS SPORTS
Code Base Sale
Word Rental Price

BOXING

Eagle FLYING LEATHER 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

(Grantland Rice)

Amateur boxing at its best. We see boxing practice at Penn State

University, and bouts between various classes.

Finny INSIDE THE ROPES 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00
(A Bill Corum Sport)

The professional sport of boxing. We are shown Jack Dempsey,
Jim Braddock, Max Baer, Joe Louis and others.

WRESTLING

Eager COLLEGE GRAPPLERS 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

(Grantland Rice)

How collegiate wrestlers are developed.

Gazelle ROUGH AND TUMBLE 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

(Grantland Rice)

Sports which take plenty of brawn.
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SELECTED SHORTS

ADAPTED TO VERY YOUNG GROUPS
Code
Word

Hairy -SCHOOL 2 reels, sound

This film shows a progressive education school in action. In a

carefully prepared presentation we see a group of young children

being trained for Democracy. This is the only film ever made in a

classroom with dialogue by the children and no commentary.

THE QUINTUPLETS 2 reels, sound

This film gives intimate glimpses into the lives of these famous
children: how they are cared for, washed and fed, and how they

play, study, etc.

Additional reels will be made showing the development of these

children, as they grow older.

TODDLE TALES

A combination of actual and animated cartoon photography.

Ledge 1. -ALONG CAME A DUCK 1 reel, sound

Leech

Left

2.

3.

GRANDFATHER'S CLOCK.
A LITTLE BIRD TOLD ME

. 1 reel, sound

. . 1 reel, sound

COLOR CARTOONS

Announcing a new series of color cartoons for children just released

in 16 mm.

PASTRYTOWN WEDDING 1 reel, sound

PARROTVILLE FIRE DEPARTMENT 1 reel, sound
PARROTVILLE OLD FOLKS .... 1 reel, sound
PARROTVILLE POST OFFICE 1 reel, sound
SUNSHINE MAKERS 1 reel, sound

JAPANESE LANTERNS 1 reel, sound
SPINNING MICE 1 reel, sound

PICNIC PANIC. . . .1 reel, sound
THE MERRY KITTENS 1 reel, sound
THE RAG DOG. . . .1 reel, sound
HUNTING SEASON 1 reel, sound
SCOTTIE FINDS A HOME 1 reel, sound
BIRD SCOUTS 1 reel, sound

Base
Rental

$2.50

$2.50

$2.50

$2.50

$2.50

$2.50

$2.50

$2.50

$2.50

$2.50

$2.50

$2.50

$2.50

Sale

Price

$3.00 $54.00

$3.00 $35.00

$1.25 $27.00

$1.25 $27.00

$1.25 $27.00

$60.00

$60.00

$60.00

$60.00

$60.00

$60.00

$60.00

$60.00

$60.00

$60.00

$60.00

$60.00

$60.00

CHILDREN'S HOUR SERIES

Fawn ANIMAL ANTICS 1 reel, sound

a) Adventures of Bunny
b) More Adventures of Bunny
c) Animal Antics

$1.50 $27.00
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SELECTED SHORTS
ADAPTED TO VERY YOUNG GROUPS

Code
Word

Faze CHILDREN'S HOUR, No. 1 1 reel, sound

a) More Adventures of Bunny

b) Gingerbread Castle

c) Red Riding Hood

Base
Rental

Sale

Price

$1.50 $27.00

Fear CHILDREN'S HOUR, No. 2 1 reel, sound

a) Literary Collies

b) Dumb Dancers (marionette)

c) Truth About Mickey

$1.50 $27.00

Feast CHILDREN'S HOUR, No. 3 1 reel, sound

a) Sea-Going Rooster

b) Derby

c) Little Dog Big Woods

d) A Family Affair

Fecal CHILDREN'S HOUR, No. 4 1 reel, sound

a) Pig Dog
b) Frog

c) Chinese Fantasy (marionette)

d) Two Horses Solve The Fly Problem

$1.50 $27.00

$1.50 $27.00

Federal CHILDREN'S HOUR, No. 5

a) Busy Bee

b) Chemical Forest

c) Talkie De Luxe (marionette)

d) Nurse Maid Your Eye

1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

Feeble CHILDREN'S HOUR, No. 6 1 reel, sound

a) Barnyard Scandal

b) Whimsey (marionette)

c) Nature's Evil Killer (Spider)

d) Ghosts (Chemicals)

e) Once There Were Three Bears

$1.50 $27.00

Feeling CHILDREN'S HOUR, No. 7

a) Perfect Fascist State (Ants)

b) Neapolitan (marionette)

c) Dog About Town
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SELECTED SHORTS

ADAPTED TO VERY YOUNG GROUPS
Code Base Sale

Word Rental Price

Flash CHILDREN'S HOUR, No. 8 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

a) Babies

b) Japanese Health Station

c) Speed

d) Winter White

Flat CHILDREN'S HOUR, No. 9 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

a) Kitchen

b) Moose

c) One Man Orchestra

d) Fish Fight

Flaunt CHILDREN'S HOUR, No. 10 1 reel, sound $1.50 $27.00

a) Goat

b) Impolite Trout

c) Louder and Funnier

d) Did You Ever See A Dream Walking? (baby elephant)
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CLASSIC AND SEMI-CLASSIC

FEATURES AND SHORTS
Code
Word

For complete list of feature films, see our entertainment catalogue.

Xavier *APRIL ROMANCE 8 reels, sound

Vienna of the 1820's. The romance of the great musician, Franz
Schubert and his songs. The story is based on incidents in the life

of the immortal composer, whose career was backgrounded by his

unrequited love for a dancing master's daughter for whose happi-
ness he sacrificed himself. It is richly produced and costumed, and
five Schubert songs are sung by the golden voice of Richard Tauber.

Abate BLACK BEAUTY 7 reels, sound

Anna Sewell's book is followed closely in this picture, and a mar-

velous cast of human and animal actors present this great comedy-
drama of a man's love for his horse.

Xebec BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE 8 reels, sound

Frank Buck's immortal record of the Kings of the Jungle in mortal

conflict. See him capture a baby elephant with bare hands! Hear
the infuriated tuskers trumpeting for their lost child. See a 30'

python at death's grip with a Royal Bengal Tiger. See the finish

fight between the Kings of the Jungle tiger and black panther.

Base Sale

Rental Price

Apply Apply

Apply $224.00

Apply Apply

Xadjunct DRAKE THE PIRATE 8 reels, sound Apply Apply

The outstanding events in the

adventurous career of Sir

Francis Drake, climaxed by
the defeat of the Spanish Ar-

mada, with Matheson Lang,
Athene Seyler and Jane Bax-

ter. National Board of Re-

view comments: "Drake the

Pirate, with Dr. Charles A.

Beard of Columbia University
as the historical authority, de-

serves mention for its authen-

ticity. The historical incidents

are unusually well connected

. . . Suitable for family and

juvenile audiences."

Drake the Pirate

Ablaze GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST 9 reels, sound Apply $288.00

A marvelous dramatization of Gene Stratton-Porter's novel. The
cast contains such names as Louise Dresser, Marion Marsh, Ralph
Morgan and Tommy Bupp.
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CLASSIC AND SEMI-CLASSIC

FEATURES AND SHORTS
Code
Word

Base Sale

Rental Price

Xadvance HARMONY LANE .... 8 reels, sound Apply Apply
This beautiful picture is presented as a tribute to the memory of

America's beloved composer, Stephen Foster, by a noteworthy cast

headed by Douglass Montgomery, Evelyn Venable and Adrienne
Ames. Many of Foster's famous songs are sung during the presen-
tation of the outstanding events of his life.

Advice HIS DOUBLE LIFE .... 8 reels, sound Apply $256.00

Based on Arnold Bennett's story, "Buried Alive." An hilarious

comedy of mistaken identity in which Roland Young and Lillian

Gish play the leading parts. A timid artist (Roland Young) finds

happiness in the country, while all England mourns him as dead.

Abode *THE HOOSIER SCHOOLMASTER 8 reels, sound Apply $256.00

This classical novel by Edward Eggleston is faithfully presented
on the screen by a cast containing such talent as Norman Foster,
Charlotte Henry, Wallace Reid, Jr., Sarah Padden and Otis Harlan.

Aboma JANE EYRE .... 7 reels, sound Apply $224.00

This adaptation of Charlotte

Bronte's novel is an unsophisti-

cated, wholesome picture which
tells the adventures of an or-

phaned English girl and her pur-
suit of happiness. Virginia Bruce

and Colin Clive head a marvelous

cast.

I I : 1 ff

Jane Eyre

Aboral KEEPER OF THE BEES 8 reels, sound

Another of Gene Stratton-Porter's novels truthfully dramatized and

portrayed by an excellent cast. Such names as Neil Hamilton, Betty

Furness, Edith Fellowes, assure us of the best dramatic effort.

Acedia LAST OF THE MOHICANS . .26 reels (12 episodes)

James Fenimore Cooper's immortal story faithfully followed as to

text, and presented by such an able cast as Harry Carey, Edwina

Booth, Hobart Bosworth, Junior Coghlan and hosts of others. A
marvelous serial picture for school, home or church.

Caviar LASCA'S LAST RIDE . . .

The beautiful poem of the old

Bosworth.

. 1 reel, sound

South West, recited

Apply $256.00

$3.00 $832.00
each

$1.50 $27.00

by Hobart
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CLASSIC AND SEMI-CLASSIC

FEATURES AND SHORTS
Code
Word

Xenia

Base
Rental

Sale

Price

*LIFE AND LOVES OF BEETHOVEN. .8 reels, sound Apply Apply

A great musical and dramatic film,

with French dialogue and English

captions. Harry Baur plays the

title role of Beethoven. Immortal

classics of the composer, such as

"Moonlight Sonata," the "Appas-
sionata," the Sixth, Third and
Ninth Symphonies are played dur-

ing the action by the orchestra of

the Conservatoire of Paris. Study

guide available.

Life and Loves of Beethoven

Alcott LITTLE MEN. . . .8 reels, sound Apply $256.00

Louisa M. Alcott's ever living story of child life, beautifully por-

trayed by such a cast as Ralph Morgan, Erin O'Brien-Moore, Junior

Durkin, Frankie Darro, Dickie Moore, Buster Phelps and Tommy
Bupp.

Xylene LUCK OF ROARING CAMP 7 reels, sound Apply Apply

Bret Harte's story takes place at the time of the California gold
rush. Owen Davis, Jr., Joan Woodbury, Charles Brokow play the

leading roles in this picture which is full of adventure and scenes

of photographic beauty.

Aburn THE MOONSTONE .... 7 reels, sound Apply $224.00

Wilkie Collins made the pattern for all good detective yarns when

he wrote The Moonstone. David Manners, Phyllis Barry and a

highly specialized cast present an effective screening of this fine

story.

Xylic MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME 8 reels, sound Apply Apply

The story of two aristocratic families who became involved as

front page news. Evelyn Venable and Grant Richards play the

leads and the Hall Johnson Choir sings Stephen Foster's melodies.

Xeno -THE OLD CURIOSITY SHOP .... 9 reels, sound Apply Apply

Charles Dickens' immortal classic, well-known to us all. Elaine

Benson, Hay Petrie and Ben Webster head the fine supporting cast.

Study guide available.

Algid OLIVER TWIST. . ..8 reels, sound Apply Apply
Dickie Moore captivates the audience in this vivid picturization of

the novel by Charles Dickens.
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CLASSIC AND SEMI-CLASSIC

FEATURES AND SHORTS
Code Base Sale

Word Rental Price

Xylite PRISONER OF CORBAL 8 reels, sound Apply Apply

Rafael Sabatini's great emotional romance set against the spec-

tacular background of the French Revolution. Nils Asther, Hazel

Terry and Hugh Sinclair.

Xurel RIVER OF UNREST .... 7 reels, sound Apply Apply

A vigorous straight-forward tense drama, presenting an exciting

picture of life in Ireland during the hectic days of 1920. First rate

entertainment working up to a dynamic climax. The plot centers

around the efforts of Hanny, County Inspector of the Royal Irish

forces to capture the notorious rebel leader, Michael O'Dea.

Xylogen ROMANCE OF THE LIMBERLOST .... 9 reels, sound Apply Apply

From a novel by Gene Stratton-Porter, this is a wholesome, heart-

warming story, with Jean Parker and Eric Linden in the leading
roles.

Xyloid SPY OF NAPOLEON 10 reels, sound Apply Apply

A story of turbulent Europe of the late 19th century with the court

of Napoleon III as a setting. Richard Barthelmess, Dolly Haas are

featured.

Accrue THE WANDERING JEW 9 reels, sound Apply $288.00

In this picturization of the famous novel concerning the man who
refused comfort to the Christ, Conrad Veidt, with an enormous cast

in gorgeous settings, portrays this story in a manner which has

been approved by the clergy of all denominations.

Xylan
*WEDDING OF PALO 7 reels, sound Apply Apply

An authentic picture of life in Greenland, played by an all native

cast. Produced and photographed by Knud Rasmussen with musical

background by the Royal Opera House Symphony Orchestra of

Copenhagen. Rated "exceptional" by the National Board of Review.

Study guide available.

Xylose WILLIAM TELL. . . .7 reels, sound Apply Apply
The well-known legend of William Tell is brought to the screen

the thrilling, dramatic account of a nation's struggle for freedom.
Hans Marr, Conrad Veidt and Detleff Willecke are starred.
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CLASSIC AND SEMI-CLASSIC

FEATURES AND SHORTS
Code
Word

Base Sale

Rental Price

Apply ApplyXyris GRAND ILLUSION 10 reels, sound

(French dialogue with superimposed English titles)

THE BEST FILM OF 1938

Awarded 1st prize by the National Board of Review as "Best film

of the year from any country."

Awarded 1st prize by New York Film Critics' Circle as "Best foreign
film of the year."

"A moving plea for peace is fur-

nished in a tense drama depicting
the life of some French army offi-

cers in a German prison camp.
Their many attempts at escape and

the psychological effects of war
on different individuals are pre-

sented in a vivid and brilliant

manner. Fine sensitive interpre-

tations of difficult roles, and sym-

pathetic direction are combined
with a poignant story in outstand-

ing film entertainment for adults

and young people." Cast: Jean

Gabin. Pierre Fresnay. Eric von

Stroheim, Dita Parlo. Study guide
Grand illusion available.

Dr. Russell Potter of Columbia University called this picture "An
important Cinematic Document in the Cause of Peace."

Endorsed by: The Legion of Decency

Greater New York Federation of Churches

National Council of Jewish Women

Veterans of Foreign Wars

National Americanism Committee

Women's International League for Peace and
Freedom

American Student Union

Board of Education

Institute for International Relations with a combined

membership of 35,000,000
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FRENCH LANGUAGE SUBJECTS
Code
Word

The following Films are distributed exclusively by Walter 0.

Gutlohn, Inc. through the cooperation of the French Cinema

Center, Inc. They are excellent for classroom use in connection with

the study of the French language and are of equal value and interest

for general use.

Base
Rental

Sale

Price

Hamlet HISTORY OF ALUMINUM 4 reels, sound

Pages d'Histoire de PAluminum en France

A fast moving educational film showing the evolution of aluminum
from its discovery to its application in all modern industries: trans-

portation, aviation, architecture, housing, electric power, etc., etc.

The Aluminum Company of America says: This film is extremely

interesting . . . The technique of photography and sound is so well

developed as to make the film both instructive and enjoyable.

$4.00 Not
Available

Hammer JEWEL OF THE MOUNTAIN 1 reel, sound
Un Joyau de la Montagne Berbere

An automobile trip through Moroccan countryside to the rarely
visited majestic waterfalls of Ozoud, located in the Atlas Moun-
tains. An inspiring vision of shimmering splendor amidst wild

solitude. Interesting vista of its surroundings and peoples. Authen-
tic native music and songs.

$1.00 Not
Available

Halitus FRENCH CATALONIA.
Roussillon

. 3 reels, sound

One of the most picturesque regions along the Franco-Spanish bor-

der. Majestic Pyrenees the scene of Moorish invasions quaint
customs, native Catalonian songs and dances.

$5.00 $108.00

Halloo *CITY OF ORLEANS and SURROUNDINGS
Orleans .... 3 reels, sound

The founding of Orleans vivid picturization of its history from
the early Gallic invasions up to the present. Descriptive trip through
the magnificent "chateau country." Commemoration ceremonies for

Joan of Arc. This film was sponsored by the Ministry of Educa-
tion of France.

$5.00 $108.00

Harass ANDORRE 3 reels, sound

Situated between France and Spain, Andorre has the distinction of

being the smallest republic in the world. In this film the little-

known nation has been photographed for one of the few times

in its history. We are shown many things of interest, one of them

being a large building wherein the Parliament, City Hall, Hotel and
Prison are housed. We are shown beautiful pictures of the slopes
and ranges of Andorre, which is increasing in popularity as a

winter resort.

$7.00 $108.00
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FRENCH LANGUAGE SUBJECTS
Code Base Sale
Word Rental Price

Haloid LEARNING THROUGH PLAY 2 reels, sound $3.50 $81.00
En se donnant la main

Spirit of cooperation fostered in children through the activity pro-

gram. Children are seen at work and at play; electing a student

committee, collecting materials to be used in the study unit, nature

study combined with art work, excursions to points of interest.

Cooperation of all the children in order to attain the best results.

This film received the Grand Prize at the Paris Exposition of 1937.

Halter *THE VIOLIN 2 reels, sound $5.00 $72.00

Le Violin

This film traces the origin and development of stringed instruments,

with special emphasis placed on the skill required to make a fine-

toned violin. The reel closes with a violin recital by Jaques Thibaut.

Hamal THE HERMIT CRAB 1 reel, silent $1.00 $21.00

Bernard L'Hermite

Unusual study of the hermit crab showing its structure, habitat,

and method of self defense. Interesting sequence depicting a battle

between two crabs as each one struggles for self preservation.

This picture was produced by the Institute Cinematographique Sci-

entifique under the personal supervision of Jean Painleve, noted

French scientist.

Hamper THE CRAB 1 reel, silent $1.00 Not
Crabes Available

A unique undersea study of the crab,' produced by Jean Painleve,

foremost producer of nature and scientific short subjects in France.

The structure of this crustacean, its habits, procreation and its in-

evitable encounters, are depicted in graphic photography.

For French language features refer to Pages 62 and 64.
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SILENT SUBJECTS

SECRETS OF NATURE
This group is a series of one reel instructional nature studies with

magnificent photography. It has been produced by British Instruc-

tional Pictures, Ltd. The life cycle of plants, insects and animals

is shown by time-lapse photography and microphotography.

Code
Word

Yabba SEED TIME 1 reel, silent

The methods employed by different plants to secure the dispersal
of their seeds are many and various: some of the subterfuges they
resort to are practically unknown to botanists but are revealed in

this film.

Base
Rental

Sale

Price

$1.00 $30.00

Yacht THE BATTLE OF THE PLANTS 1 reel, silent $1.00 $30.00

Although the world contains as much vegetation as it can reason-

ably support, every plant continually endeavours to swamp its

neighbours with its offspring. The result is that a conflict of inde-

scribable intensity rages in hedgerow, field and garden. In this

film some of the incidents of this struggle are shown at twenty
thousand times their normal speed.

Yaff PLANT MAGIC 1 reel, silent $1.00 $30.00

Here we see how the elements gathered through the roots and cells

of the plants are turned into grape sugar and then conjured into

crystals of magical design and beauty.

Yagua BUSY BEES 1 reel, silent $1.00 $30.00

These pictures show the marvellous industry of the Bee, the in-

genuity it exercises in making its home, and the ordered programme
of life that it appears to follow.

Yager AN AQUARIUM IN A WINE GLASS 1 reel, silent $1.00 $30.00

This film shows that when a tuft of hay is put in a wineglass full

of pond or tap water an aquarium is made which automatically

produces both its inmates and the food they eat. Here we see the

Barrel Animalcule, the Slipper Animalcule, the Spiral Twister, the

Trumpet Animalcule and the Bell Animalcule.

Yakut STRANGE COURTSHIP .... 1 reel, silent $1.00 $30.00

This is the life story of the Garden Spider. We see the courtship,
the raising of the family, and the subsequent death.

Yaller THE ANT LION 1 reel, silent $1.00

The life history of this insect, which is found in South European
countries. The film is full of dramatic interest for older students

and older children, but is not advised for exhibition to very young
or highly sensitive children.

$30.00
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Code
Word

SILENT SUBJECTS
Base Sale

Rental Price

Yank STUDIES IN ANIMAL MOTION 1 reel, silent $1.00 $30.00

The movements of wild creatures, and the significance of these

movements, are illustrated by reference to the following: Goat,

Kangaroo, Birds, Toad, Frog, Snake, Sea Lion, Tortoise, Landcrab
and Snail.

Yapp PAWS AND CLAWS 1 reel, silent $1.00 $30.00

Nature adapts the limbs of animals to the work they will be required
to do. This principle is illustrated by the Lion, the Tiger, Leopard,
Giant Ant-Eater, Armadillo, Camel, Reindeer, Gazelle, Fowl; Cha-

meleon, Otter, Beaver, Penguin, Fruit-Bat, Spider Monkey and
Gibbon.

NATURE STUDY

BIRDS

Ramson BIRDS, No. 1 .... 1 reel, silent $1.00 $24.00

Pelicans, geese and sea gulls are seen in this reel.

Ranter BIRDS, No. 2 . .1 reel, silent $1.00 $24.00

Fine photographic studies by S.

Prentiss Baldwin of the life and
habits of the Wren and the Hum-

ming Bird. Also we see close-ups
of our feathered friends the Blue

Bird, Baltimore Oreole, Sandpiper,
Robin and Ovenbird.

Birds (The Wren)

ANIMALS

Rapture AFRICAN WILD GAME, No. 1 1 reel, silent $1.00 $24.00

This is the authentic record of the Smithsonian-Chrysler Expedi-
tion to Tanganyika. We are shown maps of the route, and then

see the hunt for the Wildebeeste.

Rarebit AFRICAN WILD GAME, No. 2 1 reel, silent $1.00 $24.00

This film pictures the Smithsonian-Chrysler Expedition, capturing
the Giant Giraffe, the Impala (called four-footed lightning) and the

Zebra.
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SILENT SUBJECTS

NATURE STUDY
Code
Word

Ramtil WILD ANIMALS 1 reel, silent

Elephants in their native wilds hunted and trapped and prepared
for life in a circus.

Jabber MICHIGAN BEAVER 1 reel, silent

The life of the beaver. Trees are felled, dams are repaired, and

many excellent scenes of beaver feeding, swimming, etc.

Jabble MICHIGAN FUR BEARERS 1 reel, silent

Many species of Michigan animals in their native habitat. Among
them the weasel, mink, porcupine, bear, deer, moose, bob-cat, fox.

muskrat, otter, etc.

Jarl MICHIGAN MAMMALS 2 reels, silent

Shows the following Michigan animals: wolverine, elk, bison, cow
moose and calf, bull moose, spotted fawn, doe deer, spike-horn deer,

porcupine, albino porcupine, cub bear, badger, weasel, fox, squir-

rel, chipmunk, beaver.

Jason MICHIGAN MOOSE 1 reel, silent

Portraying the great moose herd of Isle Royale. These largest
American mammals are shown in abundance. A young bull is cap-
tured before the camera.

Jabon MICHIGAN WHITE TAILS .... 1 reel, silent

An interesting reel showing the life of the deer in Michigan.

MARINE AND FRESH WATER LIFE

Ramstead MARINE LIFE .... 1 reel, silent

Here is a veritable guide book of the activities which take place
under the seas in all parts of the world.

Section 1. Marine life along Australia's barrier reef.

Section 2. Pearl culture in Japanese waters.

Section 3. Weird forms found in Hawaiian waters.

Base Sale

Rental Price

$1.00 $24.00

$1.00 $24.00

$1.00 $24.00

$2.00 $48.00

$1.00 $24.00

$1.00 $24.00

$1.00 $24.00

TREE AND PLANT LIFE

Ramstam TREE AND PLANT LIFE 1 reel, silent $1.00 $24.00

Gigantic ferns belonging to the Carboniferous Age, giant desert cacti,

yucca palms and the torrey pines of California are among the vege-
table life pictured.

Jaunt FIRE, THE RED POACHER .... 2 reels, silent $2.00 $48.00

A conservation film. It shows what is being done to educate the

public and train children in schools to prevent forest fires. We see

the ranger locate a fire, and then watch the fighters get the blaze

under control.
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Code
Word

Ranch

SILENT SUBJECTS

COLONIAL ARCHITECTURE

OLD DEERFIELD AND GREENFIELD VILLAGE
1 reel, silent

Beautiful photography takes you through Greenfield Village, Henry
Ford's adventure into the past: Rose Cottage from Gloucester, Eng-
land; Clinton Inn built in 1831; a country store seventy-six years

old; the toll house where Whittier used to play; a postoffice 126 years

old; the courthouse where Lincoln first practiced law; a beautiful

Colonial church; and a Scotch settlement school built before the

Civil War.

Deerfield, Massachusetts Here is shown a village beautifully pho-

tographed, typifying the beauty of design and proportion which dis-

tinguished the work of the early Colonial "master builders."

AMERICA'S HALL OF FAME
Rancid PRESIDENTS OF THE UNITED STATES

McKINLEY THROUGH ROOSEVELT. . .1 reel, silent

Our presidents since the beginning of the movies: McKinley, the

day before his death in 1901 ; intimate views of Theodore Roosevelt,

Taft, Wilson, Harding, Coolidge, and F. D. Roosevelt.

Rancor

POPULAR SCIENCE

PHOTOGRAPHY. .1 reel, silent

The Art of Photography on land, sea and in the air is demonstrated

by ace Pathe News Cameramen. Unusual effects of underexposed
and trick photography, weird angles, etc., make up an extremely

interesting reel.

ARTS AND CRAFTS

Oblate *HANDMADE LANTERN SLIDES 1 reel, silent

This film was developed by Dr. G. W. Leman and serves as an

excellent guide for those who wish to make or direct in the making
of, lantern slides. It shows an easy method of etching glass for

lantern slide work; the process of binding and labeling glass slides;

and how to make the typewritten slide and the silhouette slide.

A teacher's guide is sent with this reel, on request.

Oadal -MAKE A MASK 1 reel, silent

A demonstration by Florence Ludins, teacher of fine arts in New
York City secondary schools, of the making of a papier mache mask.

Oafish MAKE A METAL PLAQUE 1 reel, silent

A demonstration by Florence Ludins, teacher of Fine Arts in New
York City, of the making of a metal plaque, showing the process
in complete detail. This film is adapted for use in Junior and Senior

High School classes.
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Rental Price
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$1.00 $24.00

$1.00 $24.00
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$1.50 $21.00
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SILENT SUBJECTS
Code
Word

Oaken MAKE A LINOLEUM BLOCK 1 reel, silent

A demonstration by Florence Ludins of the cutting of a linoleum

block, showing the use of cutting tools, and the prin
v

ing of the

block. The film is adapted for Junior and Senior High School use.

ARTISTS AT WORK SERIES

Oasis *LYND WARD AT WORK 1 reel, silent

This noted graphic artist engraves a block in woodcuts for his

novel, "Vertigo," showing the complete process of \vood engraving.

Oath -WILLIAM CROPPER AT WORK 1 reel, silent

A stirring illustration of "Woman Defending Her Home," by Wil-

liam Cropper, Guggenheim Fellow in Art. and exhibitor in the

Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Obese GEORCE GROSZ AT WORK 1 reel, silent

This famous painter, a Guggenheim Fellow in Art, and an exhibitor

in the Museum of Modern Art. is shown in his studio at work on
an oil painting.

ART APPRECIATION SERIES

Obey -CREATIVE DESIGN IN PAINTING 1 reel, silent

A demonstration by Professor Chas. J. Martin, landscape painter,
of the organization of lines and areas within a rectangle.

Obispo CREATIVE PAINTING IN LANDSCAPE
1 reel, silent

Professor Martin shows how an artist selects and interprets different

aspects of landscape in terms of water color.

Object THEATRE DESIGN .... 1 reel, silent

This reel shows the effect of line and light and shadow on the

emotions. It is suitable for Junior and Senior High School art classes

THE WORLD AND ITS PEOPLE

Rampant THE WEST INDIES 1 reel, silent

Curacao Dutch architecture and Dutch influence transform this

tropical island, just off the coast of Venezuela, into a little Holland.
We sail up the grand canal visiting the salt marshes and the home
of Simon Bolivar, famous South American liberator. Then north-

ward to Santiago, into this beautiful Cuban harbor from which
one-fourth of the world's cane sugar is exported. We go to San
Juan Hill, then to a plantation where we see them make sugar.
Then away to Bermuda, up Shinbone Alley and down Featherbed
Lane past the homes of Eugene O'Neill. Mark Twain, and Tom
Moore, by fields of lilies and onions, through Hamilton and St.

George, and down to the ships' graveyard.

Base Sale

Rental Price

$1.50 $21.00

$1.50 $21.00

$1.50 $21.00

$1.50 $21.00

$1.50 $21.00

$1.50 $21.00

$1.50 $21.00

$1.00 $24.00
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SILENT SUBJECTS
Code
Word

Rampion ENGLAND .... 1 reel, silent

Through the country where age means centuries, not just years.

We travel in Kent and York where the Romans first landed and

where the walls and towers built by William the Conqueror and

Edward I are still in use. We are shown overhanging houses in

the towns, thatched cottages in the villages, beautiful Minster Cathe-

dral dominating the country for miles about. As we move on and

travel along the banks of the Thames lined with beautful summer
homes and pavilions, we get an intimate glimpse of the life of the

people and life on the river.

Base Sale

Rental Price

$1.00 $24.00

Random LAND OF THE FIREWALKERS (Fiji Islands) $2.00 $48.00

2 reels, silent

This shows native dances ; the Kava ceremony ancient rite of

friendship and other customs. We are taken from the quiet domestic

scene of native house building to the excitement of a view of the

firewalkers dancing with bare feet on scorching stones.

Range SPAIN 1 reel, silent $1.00 $24.00

Beautiful views of the Spain we shall never know again, now that

war has destroyed many of its landmarks. We see the Cathedral

and old Roman fortifications in Burgos; street scenes, statues and
fountains in Madrid; the Alcazar and the Alhambra in close-up
studies of the detail of Moorish design.

Rankle GUATEMALA 1 reel, silent $1.00 $24.00

Called the land of the Sun-God. The natives are of mixed Malay
and Spanish descent. We see the modern city built to replace the

old one destroyed by earthquake in 1773 ; and are shown the sacred

festival in honor of Metzel, the Sun-God, then, by way of contrast

a modern country fair.

Ransack FORMOSA 1 reel, silent $1.00 $24.00

These islanders have two desires: to build fine boats and to own
silver hats, and we see them pursuing both of these aims. Though
once savage, these islanders now are famed for tea-raising rather

than head-hunting.

Ramulus FRANCE THE FRENCH CHATEAUX. .1 reel, silent $1.00 $24.00

The magnificent chateaux of France which, since the fifth century,
have helped to make her history; Chinon, where in 1429, Joan of

Arc appeared before Charles VII; Sully-sur-Loire where Voltaire

lived; Chenonceaux, which Henry II gave to Diane de Poitiers;

Pierrefonda, the fortress which Napoleon bought for $120. after the

French Revolution; many others, showing the evolution of the

residence from the stronghold. Closeups of interior murals, rose

windows, Court of Honor and the Hall of the Brave.
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SILENT SUBJECTS
Code
Word

Halibut HUNGARY 2 reels, silent A COLOR FILM

This film shows colorful Budapest and the countryside of Hungary.
We see the Hortabagy or great Hungarian Plains with their pic-

turesque cattlemen, the magnificent horses and cattle, peasants in

native costumes dancing the Csardas, and the beautiful resorts and

lake country.

Halite A TRIP AROUND THE WORLD ON THE
STELLA POLARIS. .4 reels, silent. .A COLOR FILM

Highlights of a journey completely around the world. Fascinating
and exciting scenes of the romantic South Sea Isles Marquesas
Is., Tahiti, Bora Bora, Samoan Is.; Fiji Is.; the savage cannibal

island of New Guinea; the Dutch East Indies including the Spice
Islands of Banda Neira and Amboina, the Celebes, Bali, Java,

Sumatra and Nias, the isle of the savages in armor; also Singapore
and Ceylon ; South Africa including the great metropolises, Durban.

Port Elizabeth and Capetown; the gigantic spectacle of Victoria

Falls in North Africa; French Senegal, French Morocco; St. Helena,

Canary Is.; ending at Gibraltar.

Hanger FINLAND 2 reels, silent A COLOR FILM

Sequences in this picture show scenes of the capital city, Helsing-

fors; country life and agriculture; little hamlets and villages; and

finally some of the more important castles and lakes.

Hanging ESTONIA 1 reel, silent A COLOR FILM

Scenes in Narva and in the capital city of Tallinn contrast with

views of country estates. We also see folk dances and athletic games
among the school children.

Hanif ICELAND 2 reels, silent A COLOR FILM
This is the country where the first Parliament in the world was
established in 910. Today, unusually enough, there is not only no

illiteracy but also no unemployment. We are shown scenes in Reyk-
javik, Iceland's capital, which include the statue of Leif Ericson

presented by the United States.

Hamus DENMARK 2 reels, silent A COLOR FILM
A camera trip through this peninsula country showing colorful

scenes of the changing of the guard, the King's birthday celebration

and a yacht basin. There are also views of famous statues and

churches, with emphasis on the points of architectural interest.

Hand NORWAY 3 reels, silent A COLOR FILM

Sequences in this reel show North Cape, fishing near the midnight
sun, a fjord village, the city of Trondheim, Bergen fisheries, and
Stave churches and architecture of the Hanseatic League period.
The film closes with views of Oslo, its Open Air Museum, the pal-
ace, and the home of Nobel.

Base Sale

Rental Price

$5.00 $125.00

$10.00 $250.00

$5.00 $125.00

$2.50 $62.50

$5.00 $125.00

$5.00 $125.00

$7.50 $187.50
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SILENT SUBJECTS
Code Base Sale
Word Rental Price

Handle SWEDEN 3 reels, silent. . . .A COLOR FILM $7.50 $187.50

A picture of life in rural and urban Sweden agricultural scenes

and views of Stockholm and Gothenburg. We see the King's Jubilee

celebration at Dalacarlia with pictures of King Gustav and other

members of the Royal Family. Then we visit Visby, the most im-

portant trade center of the Hanseatic era, and the famous Orrefors

Glass Works.

Haply L'lLE D'ORLEANS ... 1 reel, silent. . .A COLOR FILM $2.50 $62.50

A camera trip through this historic island off Quebec showing native

customs, industries and architecture. The quaint and colorful scenes

add to the beauty and interest of this reel.

LATEST COLOR RELEASES

Hanse AN APPLE A DAY ... 1 reel, Silent ... A COLOR FILM $2.50 $62.50

An interesting study of large scale apple growing showing the

pruning, spraying and grafting of the trees and, finally, packing
and all other operations necessary to prepare the fruit for delivery
to the consumer.

Happy A STUDY OF SPRING WILD FLOWERS . . 1 reel, silent $2.50 $62.50

A COLOR FILM

A beautiful and colorful picture of such spring wild flowers as

the early marsh marigold and skunk cabbage, the violet, hepatica,

arbutus, lady slipper and many others.
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SILENT SUBJECTS

INDUSTRIES OF THE UNITED STATES
Code Base Sale

Word Rental Price

Ramrod STEEL. ... 1 reel, silent $1.00 $24.00

A dramatic picture showing the manufacture of steel from liquid

pig iron to the finished product. We see the hardened steel being
cut like cheese by a metal 1000 times harder than itself.

Rarefy DEEP SEA FISHING .... 1 reel, silent $1.00 $24.00

From Port of Batteau in Labrador, we go out to the open sea where

the fish are taken by nets or hand lines, then brought back to shore

to be dried, barrelled in salt and shipped. We also see these fisher-

men, modern Vikings of the sea, capture a whale.

Rapper SEAL HUNT 1 reel, silent $1.00 $24.00

This reel shows firsf. the train plowing through the snow to take the

sealers to St. John's Harbor, Newfoundland. Then we see the only

complete pictorial record of the annual invasion of a great northern

empire. Large numbers of men go by boat through the ice-locked

waters to hunt for seals, and when they sight them, shoot them
with rifles.

Jacket LOGS AND LUMBER 1 reel, silent $1.00 $24.00

We see here in detail the steps that are taken from the time the

woodman chops down the tree, to the last stage where the wood
leaves the sawmill as lumber.

Jargon GAME BIRD PROPAGATION .... 1 reel, silent $1.00 $24.00

This film shows us experiments in propagation of Mallards. Pin-

tails, Black Duck and Wood Duck. We see what is done with 184

eggs taken from six pairs of Hungarian Partridge. Pheasant Cul-
ture is being done on a large scale.

SPORTS
Hackman ICE HOCKEY 1 reel, silent $1.00 $24.00

This reel was made with the stars of the Boston Bruins to show
just how hockey is played. We see the game as it takes place during
the match and then study the details of play with the aid of slow
motion photography.
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GENERAL INDEX

GENERAL INFORMATION ON RENTING I

STAR RATINGS II

ART AND ARCHITECTURE 1- 2

MUSIC APPRECIATION 3- 7

PHYSICAL SCIENCE ASTRONOMY 8- 9
SCIENCE CHEMISTRY 9
POPULAR SCIENCE 9-11

SOCIAL SCIENCE 12-16

SPECIAL RELEASES 1 7

THE WORLD AND ITS PEOPLE HUMAN GEOGRAPHY, TRAVEL
& CUSTOMS 18-38

Color Films 18

United States, Alaska and Canada 18-22

Mexico, Central America and South America 23-26

United Kingdom and Continental Europe 27-32

Africa, Arabia and India 33-35

China, Japan and the Far East 36-38

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE 39-47

Plant Life 39-40

Animal Life 40-43

Birds 43-44

Insects 44-45

Marine and Fresh Water Life 45-47

INDUSTRIES 48

TRACK AND FIELD ATHLETICS AND MISCELLANEOUS SPORTS....49- 56

SELECTED SHORTS ADAPTED TO VERY YOUNG GROUPS 57-59

Miscellaneous 57

Toddle Tales 57

Color Cartoons 57

Children's Hour Series 57-59

CLASSIC AND SEMI-CLASSIC FEATURES AND SHORTS 60-64

FRENCH LANGUAGE SUBJECTS 65-66

SILENT SUBJECTS 67-75

Secrets of Nature 67-68

Nature Study 68-69
Birds 68

Animals 68-69
Marine and Fresh Water Life 69
Tree and Plant Life 69

Colonial Architecture 70

America's Hall of Fame 70

Popular Science 70

Arts and Crafts 70-71

Artists at Work Series 71

Art Appreciation Series 71

The World and Its People 71-74

Industries 75

Sports 75

SUBJECT INDEX ACCORDING TO ALPHABET ; 77-78
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INDEX (Alphabetical List of Titles)
All subjects are sound except where marked si. meaning silent

Page
A

Abandoned in Amazon Forests 26

Abstractions 1,
lj

Adventure in Borneo 35

African Wild Game No. 1 si 68

African Wild Game No. 2 si 68

Air Currents & Theory of Stream-

lining 9

Air for "G" String 5

Alaska 21

Along Came a Duck
(Toddle Tales) 57

Americana 19

American Way, The (We the

People) 12

Andorre French 65

Angles of Angling 51

Animal Antics 57

Ant Lion, The si 67

Antwerp 28

Apple A Day, An si 74

April Romance 60

Aquabatics 49

Aquarium in a Wine Glass, An
si 67

Archaic & Unusual Instruments 4

Arctic Exploration 11, 22

Arms & Armor 11

Austria Vanishes 15, 31

Autogiro, The 10

Ave Maria 5

B
Bali 36
Baseball Memories 51

Battle of the Plants, The si 67

Battling Silver Kings 51

Beach Masters 45

Beach Sports 54

Bells, Gargoyles & Spires 1

Beneath the Southern Cross 36
Bernard L'Hermite French si 66

Big League 50
Birds 43
Birds No. 1 si 68
Birds No. 2 si 68
Bird Scouts 57

Bittern, The 43
Black Beauty 60
Black Giant, The 8, 26

Blue Grass Kings 53
Bob White 53

Bond, Carrie Jacobs 5

Bonnie Scotland Calls You 27
Boston 21

Bring 'Em Back Alive 60
Brock the Badger 42

Bugles from the Blue Grass 53

Busy Bees si - 67

C
California Missions 18

Calling on Cairo 33
Call or Mohammed 34
Canada 22

Canal Gypsies 2

Canine Champions 53
Carnival Romaine Overture 4

Central Europe 32

Chicago 21

Chicago Planetarium & Deutsches
Museum in Munich 10

Children of the Sun 24
Children's Hour Series

Nos. 1 to 10 58, 59
Churches & Cathedrals No. 1 1

Churches & Cathedrals No. 2 1

Circus Winter Quarters 20

City Planning 12

College Grapplers 56
Colonial Architecture
Old Deerfield si 70

Contact 17, 33, 48

Contemporary Artists 2

Contrasts in China 36
Controlled Kicking 49
Coral Isle of the Atlantic 24
Cover to Cover 11
Crabes si. French .. 66

Page
Creative Painting in Landscape si. 71
Creative Design in Painting si 71

Crystal Champions 49
Cuba 25
Czechoslovakia 31

Damascus 34
Damrosch, Walter 3

Dance of the Hours 5

Dances of the Nations 5

Deadly Females 45

Deep Sea Fishing si 75
Denmark si 73
Der Freischutz Overture 4
Desert Land 43
Diamond Experts 51

Dogs of Solitude 31
Door of Asia 36
Drake the Pirate 60
Dream Flower 39
Drums of Fear 33
Drums of the Orient 36
Ducks and Drakes 53
Duffer's Swing (Johnny Farrell) 51
Dutch Treat 29

E
Earthquakes 8

Ebony Shrine 25
Eili E.li 5

Empire of the Sun 36
England No. 1 27

England No. 2 27

England si 72
En Se Donnant La Main French.... 66
Estonia si 73
Evolution 8

Eyes on Russia 30

F
Fakeers of the East 34
Fallen Empire 25
Faust 4

Fingers & Thumbs 40
Finland si 73
Fire, the Red Poacher 40
Fire, the Red Poacher si 69
Fishing 51

Five Faces 37

Floating Fun 55
Florida Cowboy .20, 48

Flying Dutchman Overture 4

Flying Leather 56
Fore (Johnny Farrell) 51

Ford's Tribute to Edison & the
First Air Meet 13

Foreign Sports 54
Forest Gangsters 43
Forests & Flocks 48
Formosa si 72
Foster, Stephen 6

Found in Morocco 33
Fountains, Gardens & Statues 2

France 18, 28
France 1 reel (Chateaux) 28
France 1 reel (Chateaux) si 72

Friendly Flies 44

G
Game Bird Propagation si 75
Garden of Allah 33
Gathering Moss 39
Gem of Agra 34
Gentlemen Sports 54

Germany 30
Getting on the Green (Johnny

Farrell) 52
Gibraltar 32
Girl of the Limberlost 60
Glacier's Secret 31

Glory of Spain 32
Glow Worm, The 44
Goals for Gold & Glory 49
Gold Mania 16
Golf Timing 52

Golf vs. Archery 52
Grand Illusion 64
Grandfather's Clock (Toddle Tale) 57

Page
Graveyard of Ships 10

Cropper, William, at Work si 71

Grosz, George, at Work si 71
Guatemala si 72

H
Handmade Lantern Slides si. 70

Harmony Lane 61

Harvard Special 13
Heart of France, The 28

Available in French
(See "Orleans")

Heart of the Sierras 18
Hermits of Crabland 45
High, Wide & Dashing 50

16
34
61
17
51
2

50
75
29
33
35
51

61
4

18, 31

73
57
53

.... 26

Highway Mania
Hindu Holiday
His Double Life

History of Aviation
Hits, Runs 'N' Errors
Hobbies
Hockey
Hockey si. (Ice Hockey)
Holland Mosaics

Holy Land, The
Holy Men of India

Hook, Line & Melody
Hoosier Schoolmaster, The
Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2

Hungary
Hungary si

Hunting Season

Hunting Thrills

Hurricane Island

I

Ice Hockey (see Hockey) si 75
Iceland si 73
Ice Men, The 50
In All His Glory 39

Inauguration
Inca Cuzko
Inside the Ropes
In the Rough (Johnny Farrell).... 52
Iran 34
Iris Family, The 39
Isle of Spice 35

J
amaica 25
ane Eyre 61

apanese Lanterns 57

oyau de la Montagne Berbere, Un.
French 65

Jungle Playmates 20, 48

Jungle Terror 35

K
Keeper of the Bees 61

Kentucky Jubilee Singers
No. 1 to 4 7

Killing the Killer 42

L
Ladies' Day 54
Lair of Chang How 37
Land of the Eagle 23
Land of Evangeline, The 22
Land of the Firewalkers si 72
Land of Ghandi 35
Land of Islam 35
Lasca's Last Ride 61
Last of the Mohicans 61

Learning Through Play (En Se
Donnant La Main) French 66

Let 'er Buck 53
Liebestraum 5

Life and Loves of Beethoven 62
Life in a Benedictine Monastery.... 28
Life of a Plant 40
L'lle D'Orleans si 74
Little Bird Told Me, A (Toddle
Tale) 57

Little Men 62

Living Jewels 46

Logs & Lumber si 75
London Wakes Up (London Calling

Series) 27
Love That Kills 37
Luck of Roaring Camp 62
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M Page

Madeira 32
Magic Myxies , 39
Make a Linoleum Block si 71
Make a Mask si 70
Make a Metal Plaque si 70
Manhattan Mariners 55
Manhattan Waterfront 16, 19
Marine Life 47
Marine Life si 69
Marvels of the Microscope 40
Master of the Camera ZZ 10
Maylasia 37
Menace of Guatemala, The 9, 25
Men of Ships 16
Merry Kittens, The 57
Michigan Beaver 42
Michigan Beaver si 69
Michigan Fur Bearers si 69
Michigan Mammals 42
Michigan Mammals si 69
Michigan Moose 42
Michigan Moose si 69
Michigan White Tails 42
Michigan White Tails si .'.' 69
Michty Atoms ... 45
Milk :;;;;;: :;; 4s
Mites & Monsters 41
Monkey into Man 41
Moonstone, The 62
Moorish Spain 32
Morocco 33
Mountains & Skis 32
Mount Vernon 19
My Fnend the Harti 35, 42
Mv Old Kentucky Home 62
Mvstic East, The '. 34
Mystic Isles 37
Mysteries of Water 9

N
Nature's Chemistry 9
Navajo Demon 20
Neptune's Mysteries 45
Never Catch the Rabbit 54
Newfoundland 22
New Orleans 21
News Digest No. 2 (Review of

1937) 15
New York City 21

Nightingale, The 43
Night in the Jungle, A 26, 44
1938 Passes in Review 15
North Sea 14

Norway si 73
Norwegian Sketches 29

O
Old Curiosity Shop, The 62
Old Deerfield & Greenfield Village

Old Time Baiiads!" No." 1 '.'.' '.' 6
Old Time Ballads, No. 2 6
Oliver Twist 62
On with the Dance 28"

Origin of Motion Pictures & Pho-
tography, The 10

Orleans, City of French 65
Available in English (See "Heart
of France")

Outboard Stunting 55

P
Pack & Saddle 52
Pages d'Histoire de L'Aluminum

en France French 65
Pagliacci Prologue & Aria from

Barber of Seville 4
Par & Double Par 52
Pardon My Spray 55
Paris 28
Parrotville Fire Dept 57
Parrotville Old Folks 57
Parrotville Post Office 57
Pastrytown Wedding 57
Paws & Claws si 68
Peculiar Pets 42
People in the Park (London Calling

Series) 27
Photography 10
Photography si 70

Picnic Panic
Pigskin Progress
Pilgrimage thru Palestine
Plant Magic si

Playtime at the Zoo
Poetry of Motion & Olympic
Diving Champions, The

Poise
Poland

' "

Presidents of the U. S., The"
Presidents of the U. S. si

Primitive America
Prisoner of Corbal
Prominent Personalities
Puttin' on the Dog

Page
... 57
.. 49
.. 34
.. 67
.. 42

.. 49
... 50
.. 30
.. 14
.. 70
.. 20
.. 63
.. 14
.. 53

Quebec
Quintuplets. The

22

12, 57

R
Rag Dog, The 57
Real Americans 20
Red Republic 30
Riches from the Earth 4s
Riders of Riley 53
River of Unrest 63
Roaming the Spanish Main 26
Romance in a Pond 46
Romance of the Limberlost 63
Romantic Italy 32
Romantic Mexico 23
Rooftops of London (London Call-

ing Series) 27
Rough & Tumble 56
Roumania 31
Roussillon (French) 65
Row, Mister, Row 55
Royal Steeds 53

Saar, The
San Francisco

Saratoga Summers
Satan's Fury
School 12
Schumann-Heink
Scottie Finds A Home .. .

Seal Hunt si

Seasons & Their Causes
Second Paradise
Seed Time-^si
Seen in Syria
Shadow of the Dragon
Shanghai
Short Eared Owl
Singapore
Singing Wheels ZZ
Sink or Swim ...

Ski-Esta
Ski Pilots

Sliding off the Andes
Slim Figuring
Snow & Ice

Some Achievements of Science
Song of the Voodoo
Songs of Mother
Songs of the Nations
Spaeth, Sigmund
Spain si

Spain's Romantic Isles

Special Messengers
Speed Linv'ts

Spinning Mice
Spirit of the Sho-Gun
Sport Almanac
Sport of Fencing
Springtime in the Scillies

Spy of Napoleon
Statue Parade ... 1

Steel

Steel si

Story of Our Flag, The
Strange Courtship si

. 30

. 21

. 53

. 37
, 57
. 3
. 57
. 75

8

. 37

. 67
34
37

. 37
44
38
54
49
52
52
26
54
31
11

25
6
5

3

72
32
43
55

57
37
54
54
44
63
27
48
75
13
67

STRUGGLE TO LIVE SERIES
Beach Masters 45
Deadly Females 45
Desert Land 43
Forest Gangsters 43
Hermits of Crabland ... ... 45

Living Jewels
Neptune's Mysteries
Swampland
Underground Farmers
Winged Pageantry

Studies in Animal Motion si...

Sunshine Makers
Study of Spring Wild Flowers,

Swampland
Sweden si. .

Page
46
45

.43, 46
45
44
68
57

,
A

74
.43, 46

... 74

Take Your Pick
Taxco ..........

Tell, William
Temples of Silence
Tennis Topnotchers

52
23

. 63
37
55

Territorial Expansion of the U. S... 13
Territorial Possessions of the U. S. 13
Theatre Design si ........................... 71
Thorn the Unknown .......................... 37
Through the Ages ............................ 23
Through Galileo's Telescope &

Mt. Wilson Observatory ............ 8
Thunder over the Orient ................ 15

Tibet, Penthouse of the Gods.. ..18, 38
Tidal Theory of the Earth's &
Moon's Creation and the Moon
in Close-up .................................... 8

Tiger-Tiger .................................... 35, 41
Tigers of the Deep .......................... 51

Timing ....................................... 50
Today We Live ................................ 15
Toddle Tales, Nos. 1 to 3 ............ 57
Tomorrow's Halfback ...................... 49
Tree & Plant Life ............................ 39
Tree & Plant Life si ..................... 69
Trinidad .............................................. 24

Trip around the World on the
Stella Polaris si ........................... 73

Tuskegee Institute & Christophe's
Citadel ............................................

Two Pounder The

U

14
46

Uncrowned Champions ...................... 54

Underground Farmers ........................ 45
Under Par (Johnny Farrell) ........ 52

Utmost Isle ... ... 38

29
23
66

1 reel 3

4
. 6

Venice of the North
Viernes del Dolores ..

Violin, Le French ..

Violin, The English,
Violins & Cellos
Voice of the Sea

W
Waltz in "A" Flat Major
Wandering Jew, The
War in the Trees

Ward, Lynd, at Work si

Warning, The
Washington, D. C. Heart of

Nation
Washington in Virginia
Water Bugs
Water Folk

Waterways of Yesteryear
Wedding of Palo
Well of Fortaleza
West Indies

West Indies si

We the People (See "American
Way")

White Mountain
Wild Animals
Wild Animals si

Wild New Guinea
Winged Pageantry
Winning Putt (Johnny Farrell)
W'nter & Summer Sport
Winter Sports
Workshops of Old Mexico

Y
Younger Days

Z
Zoo Babies :

Zuyder Zee

the

5
63
44
71
14

21

19
49
46
13

63
26
24
71

12

31
42
69
38
44
52
52
52

23

... 54

41
... 29

78
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